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CHAPTER I

; imoDiieTioH 

Preseat;-... Status of Statistical Techniques in the Auditing. Field

It appears that up to the present time the public aecount
ing profession, as a whole, has failed to take advantage of the 
possibilities that may exist in the application of scientific./ 
statistical sampling techniques to various practical auditing 
problemso While much has been written ©a the laws of probabil
ity in connection with pure mathematics, as well as their appli
cation to various social and physical.fields, very little is to 
be fotind in feiatlon to auditing * ..

The American Institute of Accountants has only recently
made any official mention of such possibiliti es g and. that men-
: ; ■ -" , . - - • v . ' , A ’ 1tion was an extremely brief statement of a very few sentences 0
The statement merely took cognizance of the fact that statistics
might have some application to auditing, but -admitted that as
yet the American Institute of Accountants has not investigated
the field at enough length to arrive at any conclusions„

This same state of affairs appears to be present in audit- 
ing textbookso  With one recent exception, auditing textbooks

IV Research Department, American Institute of Accountants, 
A Case Study on the Extent of Audit Samples (New York: American 
. Institute of Accountants, 1955')» P° 7°

20 . At ,W:» Johnson. Principles of Auditing (New. York: 
Rinehart and Companys - Inco  9  195577 pp® 325”345o . -



; ' ; . 2 
appear to be defoid of aay.referenee to statiatieal sampling
teehniqaeso

On the surfaees this laek of interest in a tool which 
might be of Inestimable value in the hands of a skilled 
certified public accountant is mildly surprising, especially 
in view of the encouraging results obtained from the applica
tion of statistical theory to such diverse fields as industrial 
production, education, economics, sociology, psychology, 
biology, etc. o- . ‘ :

It would seem that the belief is widespread among many ; 
practising public accountants and certified public accountants 
that the field of statistics is a fine one,'** but has very 
little, if any, application to the field of auditingo. This 
belief is fostered and nurtured by. the fact that the science 
of sampling statistics is a relatively new one, and by the 
fact that there are very few accountants today who have had 
the necessary training in order to be able to institute a 
properly co-ordinated statistical sampling system which would 
be useful in their auditing work0

It The layman and even the accountant sometimes is con
fused by the double meaning of the word statistics® One mean
ing refers to a numerical compilation and classification ©f 
facts, about any particular subject, frequently involving the 
eonstrmction of simple charts and graphs, such as statistics. 
on various baseball players* batting averages<> The other 
meaning of statistics refers to higher mathematical concepts 
dealing with theoretical distribution functions, correlation, 
scientific sampling, etc*., - It is with a phase of statistics 
in the latter sense of the word that this thesis is concerned*



3
Present Status of Test~Oft&ckiag in the Auditing Field

, In spite of the fast tliat statistieal sampling has not 
heen usedg as yets by auditors to any appreciable extent s the
■' ■ ■■ ■■/ . , • - : : ■ ■ ' ■ - . : ' ' iplaoe of test=oheekihg in auditing is indeed a seeure one*

The standard short^form report reeommended by the 
Ameriean institnte of Aee.ountants and approved by the • : 
Seeurities and. 35xehaî e posatoission contains the following 
pertinent sentenee in the seope paragraph: wpnr. examination
was made in aeeordanee with generally accepted auditing
standardss and aeeordingly included' such tests of the account-

2 " ' ‘ 
ing'records and such other auditing procedures as'we con-

. : : : '  ̂ : 3 ■ . ' sidered necessary in the circumstances =Ir Furthermore8 the
generally accepted auditing standards referred to above in
clude the following two standards of field work which further 
confirm the place.of test-checking in auditingt

. V 2* There is to be a proper study and evalua
tion of the existing internal control as a.basis 
for reliance thereon and fdr the determination of 
the resultant extent of the tests to which auditing 
procedures .are to be - restrictedo .

I, In order to avoid confusion in terminology8 which 
unfortunately is all too prevalent in many articles on this 
subjects,, the word htest-checking^ or '®t©stingM as used in 
this thesis will always refer to the mon-scientifiCp subjec
tive type of sampling - which is so widely used by auditors at 
the present timeo The word sampling” as used in this thesis 
generally will refer to scientific statistical sampling»

2o The underlining is that of the author of this thesis0
3o Sommitte® on Auditing Proeedures American Institute 

of Accountantsa Godlflcatibn of Statements on Auditing Pro
cedure Cl’ew York? American Institute of Accountants, 1951)»
p0 161 ' ■



. 3o Sufficient ©ompetent ©Tldential matter is 
to obtained, through inspeetion8 observation^ :

■ inquiries and confirmations to afford.a reasonable 
basis for am opinion regarding the fliian©ial state= 
meats under ©xaminatibno- '
'fhese offieial pronouncements and otherss completely 

obviate the necessity of making a complete detailed audit 
@zaminati©n.o • In fact j, detailed audits - today are appropriate 
and practical only in ©ztremely small concerns or in limited 
areas where irregularities or fraud are definitely suspectede 
It is common knowledge that test or general audits constitute 
the most used class of service that the auditor performsv

Possible Advantages in the Application of-Statistics to Auditing

Sihce; non^soienfifie 'sampling or test-ehecklng is so ex
tensively accepted in- auditing proceduresg, it would seem 
logical to consider the advantages and improvements which 
might accrue from the use of statistical sampling techniques 
in this connect1oho y ' , : -

Among the numerous possible advantages which statistical
sampling seems to offer over t®st“checkings the most salient .
appears to be the fact that statistical techniques have the 
capacity to put test-cheeking procedures on an objective basiSo 
fUnfortunately9 auditing; standards, promulgated to date give the 
auditor, no objective basis.oh which to fix his test-checking, 
but rather consider the whole matter to be,a function of each

lo Odmmittee on Auditing Procedure^ American. Institute 
of AcoounfantSs opo ©it0„ p0 10. ...



in&i-riduai. auditor1 s' own sub j eetive judgement <»1} .
ObjeetiTe ©riterias. obtainable through tii© employment of 

the laws of 'probability,' may permit the auditor to'make3 with 
preeise mathematie'al aoeuraey, the determination of the exaet. 
extent-of)test^eheeking needed to arrive at a eertain set of 
©oaelusions0 Obviously, the ability.of the auditor to deter
mine -©bj©©tivfly.how mueh test-ehe©king is enough, will make - 
it easier for him to justify the extent of his sampling t© M s  
client, to the publio, and to himself o . - '

Sta.tlstieal sampling also may permit _an objective inter
pretation of sampling result®6 The errors found in a sample 
of a population^ can be mathemafieally tested for their mean- ■ 
ing or signifieanee.3 whereas in test-eheeking the auditor has . 
only his subjective judgement to assist him in- determining. 
whether or not errors discovered are significant, and if so, 
to what extente However3 it is not to b@ implied from this 
statement that the auditor does not use his judgement when he 
samples, but rather that his judgement is' supplemented by the 
objective tool of statistical analysis=

1» Committee on Auditing Procedure, American Institute 
of' Accountants, o^o elt <>, pp0 9-11°

20 All statistical theory and statistical inferences 
are based’ on the, laws of -probability or chanceo Cf» pp® 45-46

3° A population, or universe as it is sometimes called, 
is a statistical term meaning the mass or group of items from 
Which a sample is* taken» If one hundred inventory extensions 
are tested out of a total group of ten thousand inventory ex
tensions, then-the one hundred extensions tested are the sample 
and all ten thousand of the inventory extensions represent 
the population® Cf 0 p.&»45 p o s t v - h



" ' '  /' ' ^. - ' - V '': ' : ■ 6-.Although an auditor may-be. perfectly honest and oonssien-= 
tions in his t'est=oheeking9 ©eztaln. irrelevant influenoes may 
oause him to be nneonssiously biased, in his selection of 
Sample size and interpretation of sample results from audit 
to audito: These irrelevant influenoes might be factors, like
the mood in .which the auditor finds himself ̂ his state of health 
at the time of the audit3 the pressures under which he is work- - 
ingg etcq o For examples if the auditor is not in the best of 
spirits or health1 or if he.is under pressure from his client 
to wind up the audits, he may unconsciously do less sampling 
than’he would if- in the best of health or if under, no pressure 9 : . 
and.yet3 he will consider the results ©f his sampling the same 
in both instanceso These types of irrelevant influences may'I. 
be completely eliminated by the use of statistical techniques» 
Furthermore^'statistical sampling will automatically.indicate , 
to the auditor when he should he satisfied with sampling re
sults and when he should net be Satlsfied.o ,
. .. An interesting peculiarity of scientific sampling is that 
if is likely that it will always be possible to demonstrate 
clearly and easily3 how. two entirely different auditors would 
invariably .reach the': same conclusion under an identical set of 
conditions with the same data Involved. It is probable that 
two different auditors using present techniques of testing 
woulds the great majority ©f the time3 reach the same conclu
sion under identical Conditions with the same data involved, 
but it would certainly be a most difficult thing to demonstrate* 
Differences in the opinions or concepts, of auditors might 
:sometimes result in different eonelusions®- .Furthers there is



. always the p©ssiMlity that the auditor $s sele0tioB and use 
of samples may be mathematically unsound a since a valid. 
staMstieal basis is met usedo

Siiic© it appears to be true that when using statistical 
sampling different auditors reach the same conclusions$ -given 
the same conditions and data/ it might be possible to set up 
some minimum auditing standards for sampling on a definites 
explieit basis» Whether 'or not these standards would be 
applicable on a profession-wide basis g it would seem definite
ly advantageous to have standardized plans of sampling for all 
the auditors of one particular firmfl just as many firms now 
have standardized auditing programs and standardized internal 
control questionnaireSo The usefulness of objective standards 
certainly seems obvious when legal questions of negligence are 
involved o ■ . v

; It is possible that the sizes.;of samples which auditors / 
eoimaonly use at the present time are unduly large0 If this 
proves tru@g and if from the use of statistical techniques a 
smaller sample size generally results and at the same time 
risks and preciseness do not recede below levels believed satis 
factory for audit purposesj, then a substantial reduction in 
auditing 1 costs may occuro -

In any sampling which is done, statistical or non- 
.statistical9 the risk of the sample not giving an accurate 
picture of the population is inherent 0 There is always
present the contingency? although in actuality perhaps laud- 
ably : rare9 that the' auditor by use of subjective methods may



inadvertently test-=eiieek in sudii a zaanner &ĝ  to .incur a 
greater risk of error than he subjectively believes, he is 
takingo In faet, in extreme easesa he may give an opinion■ 
on the basis ,of a samplea whioh if he knew the true high risk 
of error involved a he might otherwise be loathe to render0 .
.The possible advantage of the statistical method of sampling 
in this regard is that the risk of error may be 'made explicit 
: and therefore controllable 9'whereas'such does not seem to be ;•>■ 
the ease when subjective, test =• ekeeking is used.'-. ■

Since risks may be put on. am objective footing? under 
;; statistical methodsa and therefore easily, controllable 9 a '
possible secondary advantage may be better control over the

- V ■■ ' ■: ... ' - :
cost of audit 'engagementso Given a fixed level of preciseness
the cost of test-checklng will be a variable dependent upon the 
level of risk used„ In other wordsy if the client and auditor 
decide that because of the poor condition of the accounting 
records only a small degree, of risk of error should be allowed'-, ■; 
• then the cost of the audit will be higho If, on the other hands 
it is decided that because of the fin© quality of the account
ing records a large degree of risk of error can be tolerated, 
then the cost of the. audit will be -low. This relationship : .
'exists regardless of whether sampling or test-checking is used®. 
•Howeverj with test-checkinga the auditor's idea of this relation
ship. would seem to be rather vague,-whereas with statistical

'■' 1® Preciseness as used here, refers to the degree of
allowable error between the measured characteristic of a 

\ sample and the estimated.characteristic of the population ■
. from which it comeso - -Of ®. post? .̂' ;



-■ . ■ - ■■ v . ■ •  v . . ' ■ ■■ ■; .. ■ . , , ■ •; ■■ 9
t@eMig.ues it might be reduced to such".a fine point 9 that 
e¥@h graphs...may be plotted showing the exact relationship0 
Thiss of courses should be extremely helpful to the auditor in 
his efforts to control and prognosticate the costs of audit 
engagementSo ■ : • •

■ Still another advantage of the objectivity which may be 
made possible from the use of statistical methods in auditing 
is that an explicits numerical knowledge of the quality of the 
population may be estimatedo '

Other incidental possibilities of the superiority ©f 
scientific sampling which warrant citing here are: better
relations between the client and the auditor$ since in some 
eases, the client cam be shown that the auditor/s decisions 
are not based purely on subjective opinion9 but are supported 
by irrefutable mathematical laws; greater understanding of the 
auditor in implications of his own work; greater ©are in the 
• carrying out of a sampling plan may be encouraged; and9 the 
employees of the client may get the idea that the auditor is 
delving into many more places and things than usual - due to 
the completely random3- nature of scientific sampling = with the 
resultant beneficial discouragement of fraudulent transactions®

lo The statistician’s definition of random sampling is 
sometimes quite different from the layman’s and even the 
auditor’s conception of It® Ofo. pp0 46=47 post0 :

mailto:t@eMig.ues
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Possible Lisiitatldns in the Application of Statisties to Auditing

At the same time that possible advantages ©f scientific 
' statistical sampling teehaiques are' being contemplated it is 
imperative to give consideration to the possible limitations 
of such technitueSo ■ ■' - ;

Perhaps the most weighty limitation that might prohibit 
or curtail the application of: statistical sampling techniques • 
to auditing procedures is a purely non-technical one0 %t is 
the. fact that the auditor himself may. be unwilling/ or hesitant 
to us© statistical tools, no matter how valid, in his worko - 
This unwillingness may stem from several causes=
: First, the auditor may believe that if he uses statistical ■

tools he will be giving:up his judgement, which is the badge 
of a professional man, and consequently, be reducing himself , 
to the Status of a mere automaton obeying the pre'eise in
structions of statistical lawSo

Secondly, the auditor may feel that statistics is. the 
rightful field of the mathematician and. not the accountant0.
Sine© the auditor is riot required to have an understanding of 
higher mathematicsa and seldom does, he is not in a position 
to understand how statistical tools:are created0 Therefore, 
not being able to fully and completely comprehend the sta
tistical tools with which he is asked to work, he may refuse 
to have anything to do with them0 ' . •

: In addition to this non-teehnieal obstacle, certain
technical,, limitations should be investigatedo . Some of the :•



limitations of test-olieeking will probably. fee .beim-eatked to 
'soientifi© samplingj. stieii as its inadequacy for audits whose 
prim© purpose is to .d'eteot fraud or important errors0

A1so> mimercms technical limitatiohs which apply only to 
! statistical■ sampling are of importance0
' v. Among these possible technical limitations relating only 
to statistical sampling perhaps the one of most potential 
seriousness is the likelihood that conditions prevalent in the 
auditing, field are so different from conditions prevalent In 
other fieldsj where statistics have been successfully applied, 
and are so different from the conditions necessary for the 
successful application of statistleal theory, that the attempt 
to subject auditing procedures involving test-checking to 
rigorous mathematical induction is likely to be relatively .
:unfruitfulo This limitation ihcludes. such obstacles as those 
that followo \ - ■

4n explicit definition of what constitutes error is 
.necessary.for the operation of many statistical techniques, yet 
this definition for auditing ..purposes may be extremely diffi
cult to delineate* Even if error might be successfully de
fined by the auditor, another obstacle would b© found in the 
fact that in auditing different errors are of different magni
tude » However, by use of statistical techniques small errors

I® It might b© pointed out that it is mathematically ‘ 
impossible for any sampling plan, statistical or otherwise, 
to completely render possible absolute one hundred per cent 
assurance about anythingo Gf0 pp0 47=48 post a
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and large errors have the same weight„ - ' - .

Binoe auditing may deal more with personalities than with 
oolleetions of data which lend themselves to any valid type of 
statistical analysis and since the test-checking done at,present 
involves the work of a comparatively small number of individ
uals CjUSo the various Journal and ledger clerks, . etc 01 statis- '
tical techniques may lead to serious errors and difficulties0 

Quite a few types of.statistical techniques may require 
a knowledge on the part of the auditor as to the. accuracy of 
the client8s records before he can sample theme In many eases 
this might be unfeasibleo

Statistical teehniques may be most effective when related 
to isolated areas of the audit0 ' However, in auditing practise 
each part of the audit is not isolated, but rathers directly 
related to the other parts of the audit0 ' It may be that 
statistical techniques are mechanically unable to make allowance 
for this facto " r - - -

Statistical sampling techniques, to be economical, require 
large amounts of homogeneous data 0 In the areas of the audit 
in which these requirements' cannot be met s sampling appears to be 
inapplicableo ■

To complete the picture of possible limitations, two gener
al ones of perhaps less complexity than the preceding limitations 
are as follows.

. The setting up of a particular sampling plan for a particu- : 
lar audi t ..may d emand such a substant ial amount of investigation - 
and preparation on the part of the auditor that its net effect,;



: ' v;y .V'v . ; : : ' ; : ; ■■ , ... 13 -
may 'be a loss of precloas time and therefore an increase in 
eost to the eliento In other words 3 th® time expended to 
set up a sampling plan may more than nullify the gain of any 
time saved by its use0 (This is assuming "that the auditor 
would b© able to'set up a sampling plan in the first plac@0)

The final limitation may be found in eost eonsiderationso
%uite freq.u@ntly it is mu eh more difficult and time consuming

  % .. - .to seleet a random sample .than a judgement or purposive sample.
Thus eosts to the elient might be inereased by the use of
statistieal teehmiques» -

Statement of

The widespread reeognition by the publie auditor3 of the 
. value of test=eh@eking methods, which make auditing proeedures . 
more effective and economical is antonymical to the widespread 
lack of interest in the possibility that scientific statistical 
sampling techniques^ may offer a means of making test-?©heeking

lo Statistical tools can only be applied when random
is employeds . H© other type of sampling or test^check™ 

is reconcilable with the laws of probability o Cf=pp = 45=46

" ' 20 The most common type of sampling used today by auditors
is purposive sampling« Of c p . , 45 post* • ;

3® It. might be noted in passing that a although this thesis 
is. only concerned with statistical sampling techniques for audit- 
ing problemsg sampling techniques may also be applied to fields 
of accounting other than auditingo Furthermore^ there are many 
scientific statistieal techniques other than sampling which 
may be applied to aeeountingo These other scientific statistical- 
techniques include correlation studies9 time studiesa price 
index numberss etCoo •



eves more effective and eeonemieal® It Is the purpose of 
this thesis to explore the possible advantages and limita
tions in the emplojmient of seientifie statistical, sampling 
techniques as a means for making test=c he eking a more power
ful and. accurate tool than it has been up to this point0
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M E u r m  B w m m

The history ©f the enSeavors of amditors and statist!-*
elans to apply statistical sampling techniques to auditing 
is a relatively short one®

The first'pioneering foray into this field was made in 
1933 by lewis Carman3 when, he published an article dealing
with the application of mathematieal laws of probability to

. % - . ' ' - auditing problems« This article centered on tables which
showed$, for various numbers of. false items which are'assumed

oto be in a universe8 the percentage of probability of en
countering at least one false item when using the most economi
cal sampleo Although the article did nots by any meansa delve 
into more than a few important concepts <> it nevertheless repre
sented the first known attempt to strengthen the auditor’s test- 
checking procedures through the use of statistical techniqueso

lo lewis Ao. Carman, $?Th@ Bffieaey of Tests; Test-checking 
Subjected to Mathematical Analysis - Constructive Article on 
Hew S u b j e c t The American Accountant, Tol® XfIIls Ho0 12 
(December 1933) 9 ppT^O’"- (This periodical has been out
of print since 1934°I

2,o The word wnn!versew has the same statistical meaning 
as ’’population” j, and the two are used interchangeablyc



In 1942g nine years later5, H0 He Prytheroh followed. 
Garments lead and published an article dealing with the 
extent of samplingPrythereh was' concerned mainly: with the 
problem of determining sample .size in a percentage relation- 
ship to the universe from which the sample was randomly drawn« 
He concluded that the sufficiency of the extent of test-cheek
ing depends upon individual audit eomditiomSg the system of 
internal control^ and the risk of material error involved* 
Prytherch also mentions Carman’s tabless and points out that 
in order to make an.assumption about the number of false items 
in a universeg (this assumption is necessary in order to use 
Carman’s tables)s first the auditor must know what constitutes 
a false item* -

World War II and Quality Control

It was not until after World War II that auditing really 
began to east fond looks in the direction of statisti'cs* This 
Sudden fascination was due more to the fact that statistics 
had been successfully applied to other fields of business and 
industry9 under the press- of necessity which was caused by the 
manpower shortage during the war9 than it was due to the efforts 
of Carman and Prytherch* Especially in industrial quality con
trol were the effects of statistics felt«, Without enough men 
for a one hundred percent inspection of the vast amount of

I* Hobert Ho Prytherehg "How Much Test Checking is Enough?. 
The Journal of Accountancy, Yolo LXUV (December 1942) s pp» 
555"530o- : - ■ V ■ : ■ ■ v.̂- ■' .
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proiuots flowing off the nation9s assembly linesa statistical 
sampling te©hniq.uess which required, far from a one hundred •
perbent t-est-oh@©k8 were tried eat on an extensive seals with 
aetive Federal Government backingo Amazingly enoagh * these i 
t®ehniq.ues not only allowed one hundred percent inspection plans 
to he disregarded to a large extent9 hut were actually found to he 
more aeourate than one hundred percent inspection in eases where 
a standard routine check was being made on the myriads of non- 
critical'products that were going into this country8s War - 
maehineo The reason for this is that with fewer items to 
inspect the chance of the inspector making a mistake is con
siderably reduced 01

The excellent results which were brought about by applies- ' 
tioh of mathematical statistics to quality control problems 
during World War II is what caused an increasing interest 
among certain scholars and practitioners in the auditing fieldt-' 
Investigation into the possible uniting of statistics and audit
ing, which"started after the war, has been continuing on at a , 
slow but steady pace- up to the present time 0 The next several 
sections of this chapter deal with the results of this investiga
tion since the end of the war0 ■ •

This period represents the fruition of the investigations

/ lo Management Editoriala ^Business Statistics going Bh»Do 
Business Week, (May:30, 19$3), P* IQOo

: 20 Ho findings of significance on this subje.et were evidently
ready for publication during 1946o
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©:f the first auditors a M  statls'teieians who were to take a "
real interest,1m the application of statistics t© auditing 
since C©.n!ian and, Prythereho eons@quentlys their studies are 
dominated to a certain extent by the basic ideas and tables of 
Carmano Nevertheless^ a number of new ideas were .explored by 
thems, such as the relationship of internal control to samplings, ' 
the limitations of, purposive sampling? and sequential analysis0 
These ideas and others of the authors of this period are ex- 
panded more fully in the remainder of this section<,

Herbert^ published a non-mathemat1cal' approach to the 
problemo He points out that any sample, random or non-random, 
must have three basic considerations: representativeness., • 
adequateness, and' stability» He believes that statistical 
techniques can give the best assurance that these three, require
ments have been meto Also he points out that a limitation on 
the use of statistical techniques in auditing is that the 
auditor’s sample is generally non-randomo . . ■'

Abrams^ found that essentially thfe© types of sampling 
were possible in auditing situations: simple random sampling

lo A few of these auditors; appear to have had but little 
statistical training since some, of their statements seem to be 
statistically unsoundo

2S Lo Herbert, ^Practical Sampling for Auditors,w The Hew 
York-Certified Public Accountant» Yolo ZilltJanuary 194777 
ppo 57=61 ' : ;

3® Jerome Abrams, ^Sampling Theory Applied; to Test Audits,®: 
The Hew. York Certified Public Accountant 0 Yolo XfTI (October 1947)»
PPo W-1557 . ; ; 7
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stratifiM random samplimg, and purposive samplingOf the
three, he believes that stratified random sampling offers the 
mest petent possibilities;, Also he eonsiders purposive sampling 
to have •praetieal as well as mathematical limitations6 In this 
artiele he recommends that the haphazard methods of purposive 
sSsplihgthe ns© of which is widespread, among auditors at 
the present time, be substituted by'stratified random sampling 
so that the auditor$ s judgement based on test=eheeking may be 
statistieally valido

Berylson-5 also mentioned, the three possible methods of 
sampling aeeonnting recordso However, a main concern of his 
was the relationship between internal control^ and the extent 
of sampling o He ■found that the greater the effectiveness of 
internal control, the less the extent of sampling necessary=
In fact, he believes that good internal control is what permits 
sampling in the first placeo

lo Stratified random sampling consists of breaking down a 
population into a number of homogeneous strata, each stratum then 
being treated as if it were itself a universe0 Gf0 ppo 48-49 Post

20 Purposive sampling is sampling by design or intent rather 
than by chanceo

3q- Hermit Berylson, ^Sampling and Internal Control on 
■ Non-=d©tailed Monthly Audits sn The Hew fork Certified Public 
Accountant, Tolo 30/11 (October 1947T7 PP° 6^0 f Q
... ;. 4 o flnternal control comprises the plan of organization
and all of the coordinate methods and measures' adopted within a 
business to safeguard its assets, check the accuracy and relia
bility of its accounting data, promote operational, efficiency, 
and encourage adherence to prescribed managerial policies <>n This 
def inition comes from the:Research 'Department, American Institute 
of Accountants, Internal Control (Hew York: American Institute 
of Accountantss 1949)o
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Another idea of Berylson1b was that when a sample
©ontains an error or errors It is- not oorreet - to assume : : .
Shat the population has the same proportion of;errors$
rather it is neeessary to eztend the review of transact ions=.

. ' This author gives what he believes to 'b®' ©orreet per- :
eentages of populations to be sampled'under ordinary eon=
ditionsa He reobmaends ten. to fifty percent for receivables
and five to twenty percent for inventories® V v

v vw ; i ■■ - ■■ ■■ /■
Cranstoun feels that it behooves the auditor to establish

some objective standards on whieh to base his judgement as to 
the; use and interpretation Of test-eheoking 0 He.suggests that 
these standards may be formulated in either one of two ways; 
by the use of statist!oal teehniques or by the collation of 
the ezperienees of many auditors over a vast number-of audit 
engagementSo The author is primarily interested in the first ' 
approaeho- He suggests that the statistical technique of -se

psis might be usedo5 However 9 he poihts out that .

■ lo . W= Do Cranstouna '”A New hook at Basie Auditing 
Techniques,® The Journal of Aoconntanoy, Vol 0 IZXXfl (October 
19W), pp. 27ZFSl39 ; , - - . _ ' . ^ r .. . .

2.= . It might be noted" that, at the. present. time both.of 
'these methods of formulating standards'are being given odn- ' 
siderable thought P . The -f irst .methods-; ofeourses is close to, 
the 'subject of thiS:" thesis.-;, - and. the'-. se eoad met hod is also being 
explored as'.wiifiess the recent-':publication'by the American 
.‘institute; .of ACf bunt ant s: oh the extent; bf. audit sampling». . '

' 3d Sequential" analysis is a .statistical tool developed' 
during World: War tl» whie&.doeS not predetermine Sample sis® 
before 'sampling, begins: bit- .rather. sample size is ■ determined : - : 
while-, t he tsampllng. is actually - being .carried on and is deter- 
mlhet; bhSte rbasiSifbf :;th8; :results of . that part of the sample ‘ 
already draws«' •: Ibughly'a ;rafter each item of the sample is drawn
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before settiential analysis can be ta.seds two ©bstael.es must be 
surmounted ? an allowanee must be made for differences In the 
magnitude of different types of accounting errors and the 
establishment of the probability of the auditor making an 
error must be determined@

This author also disparages the purposive method of 
sampling by pointing out that if the period selected for 
testing becomes habituals this fact may become known among 
the employees of the auditor9 s client $, and thus render the 
auditor 9-s 'test worse than useless* - ■

of 1949°1950°1951

During this second period appear two of the most prolific 
writers of articles, on this theme to date, namely, John Meter : 
and Do Lo Yancep Meter in his writings seems to be primarily 
interested in the overcoming of various■obstacles in the path 
of the successful application of statistics to auditing, where- 
as Yance seems to be specifically interested in the .statistical 
bechnidue of.sequential analysis» Also, this period includes 
the last of the really vociferous complaints about the complete

3o (from po 20, eont =) a decision is taken either to con
tinue sampling, to accept the population as being satisfactory, 
or to reject the population as being unsatisfactory« For a 
fuller explanation of the logic behind this statistical technique, 
Ofo ppo 2$=27 post, ' • ' '

Ip During 1951 only one paper of any importance to the 
topic of'this thesis was publishedo This paper is included in 
this section since it was actually prepared,in 1950 and is 
more clearly eluas'ifi&ble. with 195© than with 1952°



unfeasibility of the application of sciehtifie statistical- '
sampling t#ehniq.ues to auditing,

Meter"*" brings up three key problems which arise when 
statistics are applied to auditing, First9 statistical 
t@ehnig.ties can dnly estimate how many errors there are in a. 
population and not where; the- errors are. Thereforeif the :
purpose of an audit is to correct errorsS/ statistical techniques

. .. . o v ■ . • ■- ■ ■would be inapplicable0 However«, since most audits are not •
for the:purpose of correcting errorss but rather for the
purpose of satisfying the auditor that the .errors which do
exist:are not great enough to change the picture of the
financial statementSg this problem becomes;insignificant0
(illso in this connection^ the author points out that even a
one hundred percent detailed audit does not assure correction
of all e r r o r s , ,

The second problem^ which Meter says ”is precisely the
problem which will probably cause the greatest amount of
difficulty in attempting to apply statistical techniques to
auditingis the difficulty of.defining the character1stic

.i;d John Meterg MAn Investigation of the Hsefulness of 
Statistical Sampling Methods in. Auditing,88 The Jrarnal of 

Volo m X\ll (May 1949) » ppi 390=398.
2 o Oonventional t e s t =• e he eking techniques would also be 

inapplicable;under these circumstances®



whieh is heing; studied by iaeans of the sampi©o : Heter
'©ritieizes Abramss Herbert9 and Berylson for mot devoting
■ " ■ ■ ■ ■' i ‘ : v ■- ■ ■much attention to this pr©blem0 Gomplieating this problem
is the faet that what is an error in one part of the audit
may not be an error in another part of the- audit0 A possible:
approaeh to the solution of this problem9 says Heter9 is the
division of the whole audit into various homogeneous are##
and a definition of error ©onstrueted for eaoh separate area®

■ Third and last is the problem of cost0 Heter notes that • 
6." random sample is more expensive to obtain , than a purposive 
sample<, Howevers he, suggests that this problem is of relative
ly insignif leant proport iont. when eompared to the preeeding 
oneg since the smaller sample size resulting from the use of 
statistical techniques may more than offset the extra cost : 
incurred by taking a random sample«

Heter3 during 1949 also wrote another artidle which was 
very similar to the previous one in some respects? Neverthe
less;, he did bring out a few new interesting points which he 
did not cover in the previous article=

■ One pertinent idea was that 3 when samplingg the risk of 
error that the eharaeteristie as shown in the sample is ■

1 o • Abramst Of : p? 18 ante? * Herbertr Of * p.' 18 antes, 
Berylsons Of? p? 19 ante*

2S For examples a five cent discrepancy.in a cash journal 
footing is definitely an error for auditing purposes, whereas 
a five cent discrepancy in am inventory extension almost never 
is considered an error for auditing purposes?

3o John Heter, ^The Application of Statistical Techniques 
in Auditing Procedures,58 The Hew York Certified Public 
. Accountant0 Yole U X  (June 1949TT PP<> 345==350; 3630



signifieantly different from the true population characteristic, 
Is dependent primarily on the size of the sample s and not on 
the proportion of the universe sampled0

This author also stresses the fact that the statistician 
cannot tell the auditor how much sampling is enough* The 
statistician can give the auditor objective criteria which 
should help him to reach a decisions but that final decision as 
to how much sampling is enough depends solely upon the auditor8s 
.discretion*

Peloubet^ is probably the last accountant to deny emphatic
ally. and absolutely that statistics can ever be successfully 
applied to auditingo. He believes that no reconciliation be
tween the two will ever be possible because the statistician ; 
guards against the us® of personal judgement and considers it 
a vice^ whereas the auditor considers judgement to be a virtue, 
furthermore the statistician deals with data produced by a • 
great number of people3 whereas the auditor deals with data 
produced by a relatively few number of people« Also Peloubet 
says wthe statistician is interested in the general situation 
and' general trends® whereas the auditor is ^primarily interested 
in the substantial correctness of a small segment of the economy

I* The characteristic of a population is that traits 
quality3 or property of the population about which one is 
attempting to draw a conclusion by use of sampling methods*

20 ■Maurice Eo'feloubetV^An Inquiry into the Weed for* 
and Development ofg Auditing Standards®* The Journal of 
Accountancy* Yolo HHYIIX (August 1949), pp* 126=1320
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As M s  already been mentioned9 L» L, Vanoe is predominately 

interested in -the application of the sequential analysis 
teehnique to auditing0 During the 1949=1950-1951 period he  ̂
wrote two artieles-;and a hook on sequential analysis which 
eontain many pertine^'ideas in relation to this thesiSo -

Yanee,̂ - in his first artielej emphasises the fact that 
!,the introduction of statistical theory will not replace pro
fessional judgement| it should he looked upon rather as a tool 
which ban impf©■re the exercise of professional judgementc ”
In regard to a characteristic which is:amenable both to audit- : 
ing and to the calculation of probahilities9 Yance selects the 
percentage of errors in the accountso Simple probability 
techniques are regarded by Yance as being inferior to sequential 
analysis because they are'not discrifflinating enougho

Y a n c e i n  his book, goes much more deeply into sequential
' - : ' ’ :: : 3 . ' • ■ : . ■ ' 'analysis than in either article.^ Essentially sequential

analysis is not too complicated a technique to comprehend and
Yance devotes most of the book to an explanation of the workings
of this teehnique 0 ' ■ . : r; " ;"y

It Lo Lo Yance2 ^Auditing Uses of Probabilities in Select
ing and Interpreting festdhecks11 s The Journal of Accountancy :
, Yol o EHXYIII . (September 1949 > 8 PP e 214-217»

2S Lq Lo Yances Scientific Method for Auditing tips Angeles 
University of California Pressj 1950)°

34 In this book Yance gives the mathematical mechanics and 
formulas behind sequential analysisb :In Yance8.® two articless . ; 
and in fact in all articles mentioned in this chapter, unless 
otherwise specified* no mathematical mechanics or formulas have 
been given by the authors0 Rather, all techniques have been 
explained in simple non-mathematicai language0 This makes the 
techniques easy to understand by the auditor* but at the same 
time* one cannot actually apply these techniques without knowing 
the mathematical mechanics and formulas behind themo



' 1Brieflys sequential, analysis is based, on the likelihood 
ratio0 This likelihood ratio in any particular case is obtained 
as follows, .First make two hypotheses about the universe to 
be sampled; lo that the rate of errors in the universe is the
maximum wMoh can .be accepted by the auditor, and 20 that the

2 / -
rate of errors in the universe is almost zero. Then draw a 
sample from the universe and tabulate the number of erroneous 
and non«= erroneous items, Mext calculate the probability of ob
taining this sample from each of the two above hypothecated 
universeso If the probability of the sample coming from the 
best population equals and the probability, of the sample 
coming from the worst population equals Pg, then the likeli
hood ratio equals P2 d^Y^®^ W  Pq (Pq/ Pq) o When the likeli
hood ratio is significantly less than unity, the hypothecated 
universe with the almost zero rate of errors is accepted as the . 
true universeo When the likelihood ratio is significantly more 
than unity the hypothecated universe with the maximum rate of 
errors acceptable is accepted as the true universe, , ,

Stated in other wordsa when the likelihood ratio significant
ly exceeds unity the population sampled is rejected by the auditor 
as being unsatisfactory» When the likelihood rati© is signifi
cantly less than unity, the population sampled is accepted by 
the auditor as satisfactory^ In cases where the likelihood

VIo. Since sequential analysis is not a technique which is 
dealt with at any length in this thesis, it is presented briefly 
at this point® ‘ , V:

2o Zero cannot be used meaningfully as a divisor in any 
ratio, since the result would always be infinity.



ratio is neither significantly greater than nor less than 
unityg the auditor eontinues to sample until a significant 
level* one way or the other* is reached0 This* them* in a 
'Irief* concise form is how Tan©©8 S sequential analysis

Tanee6s second articl©-*- written during this period is to 
a great extent an expansion of the ideas found in his first 
article= For the statistician to be able to set up a sampling 
plan* Tamee finds that three things are necessaryo

: The first is a measure of accounting duality amenable to ■ 
mathematical treatment a Vance proposes a percentage of errors 
concept to be this qualityo However* he readily admits a draw
back is that this measure cannot distinguish the magnitude of 
errors involved o ■ ■; v y;-

The second is that a speeified value of this measure must 
be determined above which the quality is unacceptable* and in 
the case of sequential analysis* another specified value of 
this measure must be determined* below which the quality is

V The third' is that levels of probability to be used in 
making decisions must be determined=2 Vance emphasizes that the 
last two of these considerations are decided solely upon the 
basis of the auditor8 s judgement o.

: lo la Lo Vance* i8How Much Test-Checking is Enough$n The counting Review; Vol. 1ZVZ (January 1951)* pp. 22-30»
2o That is* how sure does one want to be of not making 

error? Cf0 pp® 47-48 post«



The author deeply believes that statistical techniques 
can be of great benefit to auditors^ In their objective 
qualities he also sees a possibility for standardization of 
test=eheeking procedures0

■ The year of 1952 brought with it a number of new develop- • 
mentSo These included an attempt to circumvent the obstacle of 
varying magnitudes of different auditing errors^.a suggestion 
for the adoption of some quality control tables to auditing 
problems^ and a report on the results of some actual experiment : 
tation in the field0 These and other developments of the year 
of 1952 are explained at greater length belowo

.' y ■ ' :: Carter3 like most previous writersa does not care for
purposiye sampling0 He feels that when the auditor of today 
uses purposive' sampling, he thereby introduces his personal : 
bias into the sample itself0 Carter points out that in doing 
this the auditor vitiates the obvious advantage of being able 
to draw a conclusion with a specified, objective, level of 
oonfideneeo ' ■ . . ' > -

Also, like many previous authors8 Carter finds a weakness 
in statistical techniques of simple probability in that they 
fail toi draw any distinction between a one dollar error and a 
hundred dollar error0 . - Howevers unlike previous authors 9 Garter- 
has attempted to overcome this weakness by developing a modified
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:: i ■ " : - ■ ' '2 : :formula for obtaining the standard, error of a proportion0
: ■ ■ 3 ■■■■ : : : v"-: ' .. ■ - - .■Heter9 in the first of two-articles, written during 1952

which are of interest to this thesiss heartily endorses the
application of statistical teehniq.ues to auditing and says that

A consequence of the lack of application of 
statistical techniques is that standards ©f sound 
auditing procedures are primarily subject ire c The. 
auditor usually has mo objective criterion^ for 
examplep as to how much test"checking is enough0 
It may well he that on the whole too much sampling 
is heing carried on today by auditors<=

However9 - I'eter also points out a limitation in that wif 'the
umirerse of. accounting records were saall9 the. application of
scientific statistical sampling techniques designed to achieve;.'a
reasonable assurance of accuracy would probably be uneconomicalon

1» The formula which Garter offers is S = IS x 8 where 
Ka5? equals the dollar error; in the. sample, 
ebw equals the dollar non-error in the sample, s
and wnft Equals the total dollars in the sample0 
The author ©f-this'thesisj believes however9 that'this formula 
in the" great; majority of eases is statistically invalid, since 
it appears to overlook one thing = that the sample must be 
random& J’or example, it the population consists of invoices, or 
any other type of data, of varying dollar value, then each 
dollar in the total population would not have the same chance of 
being selected in the sample0 Therefore, the sample would not 
be random and the mathematical laws of probability could not 
be used to interpret it.0 ■ ’Only, in the extremely; rare situation ". 
where all invoices, or other type of data, are all of the same 
dollar amount would Oarter?s formula be valid0 ' Also see Meter8s 
comments ■ on' Garter8 s formula, 6f o Po 31 post o ^

• 2S For an explanation of the statistical concept of the 
standard error of a .proportion. Of® pp» 49“54 post0

3° John Meter, ^Some Applications of Statistics for 
Auditing,9 Journal of the American Statistical Association® Yolo
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' ' . i ; ■ ' ' ■ ■ ■■■ ' . ' ' ■ ' ' ■ ' .Smith is ©ne of the rape authors who gives the math
ematics behind his illustrations» He took part in a few 
actual audit engagements where test-checking time was out in 
half "by the use of sequential analysis. In spite of the ex
cellent results obtained in these very limited practical 
@pplieations9 Smith points out that many problems arise in an 
audit where sampling is net applicable,, such as cheeking cash
records for some suspected irregularity0 

2Vance, in one of the few articles in which he dees met 
write about sequential analysis, dwells to some extent on the 
:need for more actual practical experience in the application 
of scientific statistical sampling techniques to auditing 
problemso This practical experience and experimentation, he 
says, may bring out many problems not now clear to the theorist, 
and may also mitigate some of the problems which now appear so 
salient to the theorist0

Also Vance cites three practical advantages of sampling0 
First, auditors tend to be more careful when using sampling 
techniques® Second, a random sample tends to delve into more 
areas, and third, wa very graphic picture of sampling results 
is giveno$ii : '

lo Go Do Smith, wThree' Gases Where Scientific Sampling by 
Formula Saved Time in Test=Gheekingn The Journal of Accountancy 
Volo XGIV (July 1952}, ppo 62-66o ;

2o Bo La "'Vance, wAn Experience'-with Small Random Samples 
in Auditing,1* The Accounting Review,Volo 22VU (October 1952), 
pp. 472-474. ; . : ' '■ .■ :“r— r - '..;.;.' -



Heter,^ in his second article of the 1952 periodg heavily
criticizes Carher for gitisg ,}an. approximate formula whichs

' ' : , " ' : ■ - ' ■: 2 ■ ' ■■ ■ uMer many eonditious9 would he inadequate o”
Howerer most of l"©ter8 s attention in this article is 

directed towards three different statistical tables which in 
the past have been used idth excellent, results in quality con
trol <, These .tables$, he believes9 may be of great usefulness 
if they can be adopted to auditing problems 1 The first of 
these three tables and the oldest of them all is the Bodge- 
Romigi tables for sihgle and double sampling = The other’ W o
.tabless namely the Statistical Research Group-Coimabia University■ ' : . ; :y;7- h 7
tables and the Department of Defense tables both offer multiple 
sampling planse These latter two tables are quite similar to 
each other and in fact the Department of Defense tables are 
based on the Columbia University tables® All three of these 
taSles automatically tell the auditor how big a sample to take 
and how to interpret the.results of that sample0 Neter points
out that the exist eric© ©f these sampling tables M often precludes. .
the-necessity of computational work by the auditor in designing 
a suitable sampling piano ■

lo John Setera ^Sampling Tables? An Important Statistical 
’Tool for Auditors,w The Accounting Review, Vole ZZVH (October 
1952) PP. A75"483o | '7 7 /

20 Of b. po28 ante0, Neter does not go into'any details as ■to
why Oafter9 s formula is inadequate3 but see footnote one pn-page» 29 =

3 o Three main categories of. statistical sampling may be . 
distinguished as single sampling, double sampling^ and multiple 
(another name for sequential) sampling» ' .



Tiie aatUaer believes that ^the use of. statistical techniques 
can furnish an auditornot only with more objective eriteria 
as to the sample size required and the interpretation of the 
samples but it would aiso probably redueeeostSo”

Developments of 1953-1954

Perhaps the most signif leant development of this, period is ■ 
the appearances for the first times of the publications of a 
group" of statisticians and auditors . who have been carrying-on . 
research into the application of statistical.techniques to 
•auditihg problems under the auspices of the Carnegie Institute 
of Technology o Along with Meter and Vances this group at. 
-Carnegie Institute is one of the leaders in this field0, The 
.remaining part of this section explores pertinent findings and 
ideas of the Carnegie group as. well as other:: authors of the 
1953-1954 periodo1 : ' v : Vv- \ . /■; -

lohnson̂ - takes the purely noh=teehni@al point of view of 
an informed accountanto He feels that even though statistical 
techniques may theoretically appear applicable to auditing 

: problems-g much empifieal. observation and experimentation should 
be 'done before auditors ©an aeeept this tool. Nevertheless 9 : .

I. Those authors who belong to the Carnegie group will be 
:■ indicated as sucho i 1 ; ' Y' - - - - -
■ ' - 2<, Ro W. Johnsons '^Statistical Techniques Meed Deeper 
Study Before They Can be Useful in AuditingThe Journal of 
Accountancy, Vol. XC1/1' (September 1953) PPo 336°34Qq
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Johnson is sure that ifs after ext©nsiTe experimentation and 
ohservations, it results that statistics can be sueeessfully 
applied to auditing„ great advantages will aoerue sueh as the 
f.aet that $?the puhl-ie aeeonntant may feel certaina with a - 
specified and eontrollahl© degree of assmranods that any other 
auditor examining the same set of aeoounts would select a sample 
which would show primarily the same @ haraeteri sties c ®

Truehlood and Cyert s ̂ who are members of the Carnegie 
; groups describe an actual auditing experienee in the application . 
of a statistical technique^ to the aging of accounts receivable 
for a large metropolitan9 department stores

. The three distinguishing features of the audit which 
permitted a statistical technique to be applied in the first 
place were as follows* firsts, large masses' of accounting data 

: were involved9 second; the accounting data could be stated in 
quantitative terms, and third9 conclusions based on an investiga
tion of less than one hundred percent of the data were acceptable* ;

v 1 o R0 Mo Trueblood and R*. M* Gyerts ^Statistical Sampling 
Applied to Aging of Accounts Receivable*^ The Journal of , 
Accountancy, Vol. ZGVII (March 1954) pp. 293-29^7
: ’•2o These , authors 3 as in most articles reviewed in this .
chapter9 do not explain the formula or mechanics behind the
statistical technique,® ' in fact5 In this article9 the authors do
not: even give the name of. the statistical technique to be used* 
From the. type of problem involved g however 9 it perhaps ©an be 
safely assumed that Ohi-Square is the statistical technique used 
here*'. Chl-Sqmare.may be used in cases whore each item in the.; 
population and sample belongs to one of more than two classifica
tions* It should be noted that, most of the •populations and 
samples which'have been dealt with previously contained only two 
classes;‘into which its individual items could fall,, 1 »e,.s accept- 
able or non-acceptable9'a binary classlflcatlono



The application of this statistical technique to the „ 
auditing proee<inr© of aging the asoounts reeeiTahl© gaT© the 
following general results: the sample size was considerably
reduced and the precision and reliability involved were ex
plicitly stated c, •

Trueblood and Mont ever de g also in eonneetion with the 
Investigations at Carnegie Institute of Technology,.published: 
an excellent bibliography on the studies that have been under- 

. taken in relation to the application of statistical techniques 
to auditing problems. This.bibliography includes articles,
. bookspapers<, texts, and tables, both published and unpublished, 
up to November 30s 1953=

Heter^ is. concernedj, as usual, with the various obstacles in 
■the path of the successful application of statistics to auditing. 
He criticizes Smith^ and Yance^ because they failed to put much 
importance upon two problems which Neter feels are crucial®
The first problem is the fact tiat various .areas of the: audit 
are hot separate and independent, but rather are generally 
intef-reiatedo The second problem is the fact that one must

• V.lo, Ro Trueblood and R, Mont ever de, %  Bibliography on
the Application of-Statistical Methods to hecounting and Auditing 
The Recounting Review, Toll XXIX Ihpril 19341 PP^ 2$l-234, :

■ - 2® Actually the scope of this bibliography is much wider
than the scope of this thesis, since it includes studies on the 
application of statistical techniques (non-sampling as well as 
Sampling) to aecounting as well as auditing problems, : • p '
. 3o -John Meter, ’’Problems in Experimenting with the Appli-.
cation of Statistical Techniques in Auditing3w The Accounting 
Review, Vol, ZK1X fOctober 1954), PPo 591̂ 600<> ■'



know the purpose of the whole audit and how a apeeial phase is 
related'to the Wholeghefore he ean discuss the problems of a 
specific area of the audit» Meter elucidates on what he con
siders to be the three different purposes which am audit might ; 
have® The first purpose possible is an evaluation of the 
accounting records to determine the correctness of the financial 
statementso The second possible purpose is an evaluation of the 
Internal control to determine t he correctness of the financial 
statementsa And the third is a combination of the above two 
possible purposeso Meter stresses the fact that it is most 
important to determine the purpose of an audit since wthe 
nature of the statistical model to be used is dependent upon 
the purpose of the audit org more preciselyP upon the purpose 
for which sampling is employed in auditing

This period contains the latest thinking done on the sub
ject* It is interesting to note the stress which is put on 
the idea that much more extensive investigationp experimentation, 
and research is needed-before statistical techniques can success
fully be-applied to auditing procedures» The following repre- '- 
sents the most pertinent and salient Ideas of the 195 5•= 1956 
periodo - _ . / , . ; ■ :

lo An expansion 'of these ideas .appears in a .subsequent 
article by Meter0 ;:p» 38 post o. ' -. :

. 2. 19$6 includes only through the month of January, which'
is the extent &£ the scope of this thesis<,
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1 2 - - ; Smith defends himself against Meter8s erltlcism of his
article of the 1953=1954 period^ by saying that he definitely
did know the purpose behind his. audit p Whioh was to indicate '
how-cases do occur during an audit where samples as a basis - //
for Judgement are both adequate and effieiento Furthermores
Smith states that just because- his article covered only one
area of the audit does not mean that; the whole audit was not ;
properly planned„ - . / _ - - . ■ J -.1 . ,

Trueblood and Goopers z both of the .Carnegie groups believe
that only a prolonged md concentrated .attack on the part of
both statisticians and auditors will result in the development
of a suitable basis for the eomplete integration of statistical
techniques into auditing procedures^ and this ̂ they concede,
will require a great deal more time and study0 They point out
• that 85available literature indicates that others working on
statistical approaches to auditing have made no startling ad- v
vanees»88- ':• #1 so they say it is. likely that nthe sparseness of . i •
evidence regarding extensive research in this area by accountants

lo Go Do Smith, ^Comments on Meter8s .8Problems in Experi
menting with the Application of'Statistical Techniques in 
Anditing,5 88 The Accounting ■ Bevl©w, Yolo XUS ( January 1955) sp = 70»

• 2o: Ofo po 34'smteo -- / . . • :
3 0 Of o' Po 30 ant So l:’J:' . •

•"•; 4o Bo Mo Trueblood and.Wo W= Cooper, "Research and Practice 
in'-Statistleal Applications to Accounting, Auditing, and Management 
Gontrol9 88 The Accounting Review, Yolo %%% (April 1955) s PP° 221=229» 
Since this, article is much broader than the scope of my thesis,only 
ideas relevant to-the direct subject of my thesis are presented here»



is proMbly a fxinetion ©f the natural conservatism of many 
pEaetieing aeeountants 9 as well as a laek of appreciation on 
theiE part of the potentialities of statistical methodso*'

In spite of the fact that th© authors prognosticate slow 
progress in this field for some time to comes, they feel that' 
slowly hut surely the small amount of research which is taking, / 
place is ^building up an argument for extensive applications! 
statistical techniques in the auditing fields"

Monteyerde,^ who is also connected with the Carnegie 
.groupg points out the possibility that various, sampling tables$ 
used with a high degree of success in quality controls, may not 
be readily applicable to auditing problems since these tables; 
have been greatly refined and specialized for the purposes of 
quality control0 He feels that a major objection to the Dodge- 
Romig tablesg the Columbia University tables, and the Department . 
of Defense tables,is that to use these tables the quality of 
the accounting records must be estimated before the sample can 
■ be takeno This, Monteverde says, the auditor in many cases is 
not willing to do,, In quality control this is accomplished by 
a one hundred percent Inspection of the first several lots 
produced by a machine0 Auditing, however, does not Seem to 
offer a similar opportunityo In spite.of this, Monteverde 
does not feel that the limitations on these tables preclude 
their use,, but rather that more research on the pfoblem is

, : Id Bo. Id Monteverde, 5?Some Hotes of Reservation on the
Use of Sampling Tables in Auditing,The Accounting Review,
Yel. Wctober 19̂ $);, pp, 582-591 = . ' . ; - ■



neededo Neverthelessj rather than use quality control tables 
the author recommends a more general statistleal sampling 
approach of simple probability techniques even though sample 
.sises may be ■ increased o ' ; .

-i ■ ; < / - '  . . . o- Neter9 in an expansion of some of his prior ideass 
finds that sampling size dependsg among other thingss upon 
the particular measure of error or non-error which is formulatedo 
la.eonneetion with this Meter exposes two common misconceptions 
about .adequate sample siz@o The first is that a sample is of 
adequate^ size because it contains no errors and the second is 
that a given number of items will be an adequate sample in 
any. particular .easeo , - / , ' ;
. . The main part of the article deals with Meter8 s intro-

ductions for the first timeg of two possible error concept 
measures adapted solely to auditing situations* _ One is an 
error concept measure used in the interpretation of results 
of confirmations of accounts receivable when the purpose of 
the audit is an evaluation of the accounting records and the 
other is an error concept measure used in a similar manner 
when the purpose of the audit is an evaluation of internal 
controlo. ■ ■ ,v ■ ' ■ "■■/ ; \ ■ . V’ " ; ! ■' ' \

Meter concludes by pleading for more actual experimenta
tion and research along these lines by teams Of auditors and 
statisticians o' :

lo John Meter, ^Applicability of Statistical Sampling 
Teehnlques^tp the Confirmation of Accounts R e c e i v a b l e The 
Accounting Review  ̂Yolo %%%! (January 1956)s pp« 82=94o
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Statisties in Conventional Auditing Literature

Buring the past ten yearsg while a handful of auditors, 
acoountantSj and statisticians were investigating and studying - 
the applicability soientifi© statistical sampling techniques 
to auditing: procedureSs, the vast majority of the auditing pro= 
fessions as represented by their published literature^ seems to 
have taken very.little ©ognisanee of these investigations and 
studieso / • . : , ' , ■

Auditing textbooks seem to have ignored statistical 
techniques almost eompletely„ However9 a recently published 
textbook does have a.chapter devoted to statistieal methods’

- ■ i ■in auditingg even though it is a final and optional chapter0 
This ©hapter was not written by the author of the text but 
rather by lohn l'eterp and Contains many of Meter5 s ideas 
which have been previously mentioned in this thesiSo The 
author of the textbook himselfs however* makes no reference 
to-statistieal techniqueso

As has been previously noted^ the American institute of 
Accountants^ although recognizing the firm place of test-check
ing in auditing.proceduresg has only recently even so much as 
officially declared that statistical techniques might be of

- - . . ... -- g
some9 as yet unascertaineds, value to auditors» The publication

1& Ac W& Johnson, Principles of Auditing (Mew York: 
Rinehart and Company 9 Inc 0 j 19551 s pp<> 325-345 = ; v

2o Research Department, Alterican Institute of Accountantss 
A Base Study on the Ixtent of Audit Samples fMew York: American 
Institute of Accountantss 1955} s p” 7 =



in which tlals reference to statistical techniques was mades 
represented an attempt, by the collation of the experience of 
eight auditors working independently of each other9 to put 
subjective auditing standards dealing with the extent of audit 
sampling on a more objective basis=

It is noteworthy that one of the eight auditors suggested
: ' : ' ' : •. . / T - / ■ " - 'the use of statistieal techniques0 In particular^ he stated 
that sample size in.connection with inventory prooedures9 could 
be determined by some statistical table like the Dodge-Romig 
tableso Furthermorea he stated that tfour firm has not been 
using such tables to: determine the size of samples3 but we are 
considering adopting their us#/" '•

The fact that a very recent auditing textbook and a very 
recent booklet of the American institute of Accountants do 
take some cognizance -however small- of the application of 
statistical techniques to auditing procedures may be an indica
tion that a trend -in this direction is developing«



CHAPTER III

. ..  ̂ to . te®  momm  ;  -  ■ :

The approach to ■fehe problem of evaluating the possibili
ties of the applieation of seientifie statistical sampling 
techniques to auditing procedures is.made as follows» \ ,

Only two statistical f@ehnig.ues are considered« One con
sists of the use of standard-error-of-a-proportion formulas to 
determine sample size and to: interpret sample results® The
Other is the Dodge-Romig Single Sampling Lot Tolerance tables9 
which previously have .been used extensively in quality control 
worko Only these two rather simple and commonly used statistic;- 
cal techniques are investigated because it is felt that if more. 
statistical techniques were illustrated^ it Would only serve 
to confuse the auditor =, Eowever, there are many other sta
tistical sampling techniques which also could be applied to 
auditing procedures» Some of. which probably would offer better 
results than the two. which are dealt; with h@re* The two tech
niques which are illustrated in this thesis are rough tech
niques and are by no means considered to - be perfecty but are 
used rather with the Idea of giving the reader an.approximate 
picture of the general implieations of the application of

lo In this thesis' stand.ard-error-of^a-proportion formulas 
are used together as a statistical technique and therefore are 
referred to as sucho ■ ' -

mailto:f@ehnig.ues
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scientifie'statist!eal sampling teeimiques to auditing pro- 
eeflureso ■

Sine© tiies© two teehnitues are of a teehnieal statisti- -
eal natur'eg a prelimimry chapter has been added to this 
thesis9 for the explanation of general statistical considera
tions which lie behinti these two techniques» Also in this 
preliminary chapter, the mechanics: of operation of these two 
techniques are explained=̂  For the.rare auditor who already 
has a statistical backgrounds this preliminary chapter may be 
saf ely omitted* , ; : V .4

These two statistieal techniques are applied to several : 
auditing procedures of_inventories„ Only auditing procedures 
of inventories are taken up since it is felt that they are 
sufficient to giye an approximate idea of the general problems 
which will be. encountered in the application of scientifie sta
tistical. sampling techniques to auditing procedures other than 
inventories* Furthermore9 the results .obtained from inventory 
procedures will be indicative of results which would be obtained 
from other auditing procedures* ;

All acedunting data used in this thesis is purely hypotheti
cal i Admittedly' the best type of data to work with would be 
actuals, valid accounting data* -However9 unfortunatelys the 
author of this thesis has no access whatsoever to this type of

. 1« Howevers, lengthy mathematical derivations have been . 
entirely dispensed with9 since not only would they be exceed^ 
ingly difficult to explains, but also,, once explainedg the 
auditor would have no use for them*



information,, Nevertheless a the hypothetical accounting data 
used here is intended to portray conditions which normally 
would or could exist6

The application of these two statistical teehniq.ues to 
several auditing procedures of inventories* based on hypo
thetical datas, is presented in such a manner as to determine 
what advantages and limitations may arise therefrom^ .



CHAPTER IT

, ' . . PRELIMINARY STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

General Considerations

Before aetnallY applying the two statistical teeiiniques9 
mentioned. Briefly in the prior chapterg to various auditing 
procednres of inTentoriesj, a number of general statlstieal 
considerations lying behind any statistical .sampling' techniques 
which might possibly be applied to auditing procedures should 
be thoroughly understood by the auditor» This section explains 
these important general statistical eonsiderationso

. The purpose of scientific statistical sampling$ as is the 
ease, with any other type of sampling, is to make a fairly aceu= ‘ 
rate estimate of a characteristic of a population5, without the 
costly necessity of having t o inspect each individual" item in 
the population0

The characteristie of auditing populations which lends it
self most readily to statistical methods is that of nerror” or

1 o It should be borne in mind that the emphasis in this 
thesis is directed neither at the statistician nor at the 
student of statistics9 but rather at the auditor. Furthermore$, 
this chapter is not intended to be a brief textbook from which 
the auditor can learn statistics^ but rather .At only attempts '“ 
to give the auditor enough background so that he can use s in .a 
correct and valid mannerg the two techniques which are outlined 
in this thesis. '■



^non-erroro”• Sampling connected with this binary elasaifiea- 
tion into .which auditing populations fall is frequently referred 
to as sampling by at tribute sn, the attribute in this ease being 
the possession of or the lack of possession of that quality 
called erroro When using a statistical sampling technique in 
any particular situationg it is incumbent upon the auditor to 
make an. absolute definition of what constitutes an error and 
of what does not constitute ■ an error = ' V

In addition to defining the characteristie of the popular : 
tlon which is to be sampled9 the auditor must delineate or 
define the population with which he is dealing= Since auditing 
populations can easily be considered to be finite populations, 
definite limits can be placed on themo For examples ail the 
sales Invoices of the particular year under audit might be 
considered as forming a finite populationo

Though the above two basic statistical considerations are : 
of significance.to the auditor, by far the most .important basic 
consideration is that Of the method of sample seleetiono As has 
been repeatedly pointed outs the auditor of today almost ex
clusively uses judgement or purposiye sampling. That is to 
say he selects his Sample not by pure chance9 but on the basis 
of conscious or unconscious factors0 Samples obtained from 
purposive sampling are not the same as samples which would have 
beeri obtained had chance been the only factor in the determina
tion of the sampleo " Samples which are not purely chance samples 
for g as they are more ebmmonly calleds random samples) are said 
to contain bias and are worthless from the point of view of
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mathematieal iaterpreta11on0 The only type of sample aeleetion 
which results in a sample amenable to mathematical interpretation 
(based on the laws of probability or ehanoe) is random sample 
seleotiono For a. sample to be random.,each and. every: item in 
the population must have a# equal and. like ehanoe of being 
selected for the sample0 To insure the auditor that he has a 
random sample^ the basi© prerequisite upon which soientifie 
statistieal sampling teehniques. are based <= there are two 
methods which appear- most.:'pra©ti©al for the auditor8 s purposes „ ' ... / 

The first way in which the auditor could select a random 
sample is to list all the items in the population.in chrono
logical order and then to select every fortieth, or fiftieth,
or hundredth item from the.list until the desired number of

- • •- - ■ ‘ - • . 2 -
items needed for the sample has been selected0

The second method by which the auditor could select a
random sample is by the aid of a Table Of Random Numbers» A
- ■ : . , ' ' ; ' - ■ 1 ' ' ' : - ' - - ; ' '• . . " ■■ ' ' - , . '
. segment of a Table of Random Numbers is reproduced belowo
- : -1 :;,' -l/o: 4 -d 0 I- " '"I", ' . > - v,.
- -. 2 2 3 6 6 4 \ \ ' - . ': : ■ • vi

- ; ; ■ 2 4 1 3 0 4
 ̂ v. v:'; ■■•' - 1 1 7  5 7 0 3 v; ■■■■:■ ■ . - ( "

' ? 7 9 2 1 0 . ' - '

la Both this method of random sampling and the following 
appear to be extremely easy for the auditor to use since many ;
auditing universes are already pre=numbered because of. the v
fequirements of the -elient8 s system' of: internal control =

. 2<,. For a more complete explanation of a Table of Random '
lumbers than is‘given here, see DoWoPaden and E 0FoLindquist, - u ■■
Statistics for Iconomics and Business (lew York:: - McGraw-Hill :
Book Company, Inco, 1951)s PPo 153“154o ‘ •

■ 3o See the Appendix for a/more complete segment0 Cf = PoS5nost0
• It .lOCo Cite '



TMs table is used as follows = First, each item in the popular 
tion must be consecutively numbered0 Then, assuming that the 
highest number in the population contains four digits, the 
auditor turns to a Table of Random Ruiabers, a small segment of 
which is illustrated on the preceding page, and haphazardly 
chooses any four’ columns (preferably adjacent to each other}:»
One column of numbers is chosen for each digit<, The first number 
in the four columns at the extreme left = assuming those are the 
four columns which the auditor haphazardly chose =.is 1048o 
The first Item of the population to be placed in the sample is 
the item which has tMs number0 The second number is 2236 and 
the item in the population that has this-number is the second 
item to be'placed in the samples; This is continued until an 
ad@g.uat© sample size is obtainedc ' ; >

Another general statistical consideration with which the 
auditor should be familiar is the fact that a risk of error will 
always be inherent in the sampleo . That is to say9 a sample can 
never be expected to give an exact picture of a population0 
Rather $, the purpose of the sample - is to give an approximate 
picture of the population, • or more specifically, an approximate 
picture of that .characteristic in the population in which the 
auditor is interested0 Although the risk of sampling error is .

lo It should be noted that there, may be numbers in the
Tables of Random Sumbers for.which there are no corresponding
numbers in the population^ If, for example, the total popular
tion contained 6,000 items, then the number 7792 above would
have no corresponding number in the':population* In this ease
7792 is merely skippedo
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always inherent in any sampleg by the use of seientifi© sia- . 
tistidal- sampling it can be objectively evaluated.o The eon-
fiSenee which an auditor ©an put in the aeeur&oy of a. sample
■ ' : - 1 - j' \ - ' ©an be ©bjeetively stated when using statistical methods,
Glbsely tied in with this concept ©f confidence in the accuracy 
of the sample is the concept of the preciseness or reliability 
of the sampled That, is % how close to. the true ©haracteristie 
of the population is the eharaeteristie of the sample0 Under 
any given set of circumstances j,' as the limits for the r@lia~\ • 
bility of the sample become wider, the confidence that the 
auditor has in the accuracy of his sample will be greater0 It ' 
should be emphasised here that the determination of what levels 
of confidence and reliability are acceptable in a particular 
ease.is the sole decision of the auditor and not of the sta
ticIan® ■■ ' ' ■ " '

A final consideration, of not too great importance, is . 
that of stratificationo Stratification consists of breaking 
down a population into a number of homogeneous strata, each 
stratum then being treated as if it were,, in of itself, a 
separate population® Stratification may or may not be used 
at the option of the auditor® Its purpose is to make a partial

: I® The confidence which ah auditor, can put in the belief 
that the sample accurately portrays the population is usually 
expressed-as a percentage= Since, as:stated previously, there 
Is always a risk of sampling error in the selected sample, the- 
auditor will never be one hundred ‘percent confident of the ■ 
accuracyvof his sample = . ' '■

2o The type of stratification explained .here is not to- 
be confused with statistical stratification' which is- of a much 
more technical nature0
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eompensatidn for the inability, as previously mentioned, of 
statistical t@6lmi(imes to distinguisti "between magnitudes of 
errors* For example;, in eke eking a population of accounts 
receivablea all accounts receivable over 5S000 dollars might 
be considered to form one stratums all accounts receivable 
between 5S0Q0 and lsGOG dollars might be considered to form 
another stratum, and finally, all aceourits receivable under 
1,000 dollars might be considered to form a third stratumo 
Each one of these three strata would then be treated as if it 
were a separate universe * ■ v:

Standard=®rror-=0f=a=^ro'portion Formulas

How that the general considerations lying behind any sta
tistical sampling1 techniques which might, possibly be applied 
to auditing procedures have been investigated, the specifie con
siderations which pertain directly to the two techniques used 
in this thesis are brought to light® • -.I

This section deals with the. specific considerations lying 
behind the use of standard-error-of-a-proportion formulas to 
determine sample size.and to interpret the results of a sample* 
The next section deals with the Dodge-Romig Single Sampling hot 
Tolerance tables o ■ ;v -

V The actual development of the standard-error-of=a-proportion

1* .. Error, as. used: here, refers to actual error in the . . 
items of the population, and not, as in the previous paragraph, 
to the error which occurs in sampling fcommonly called sampling ; 
error*)- These entirely different meanings of error should be 
carefully distinguished» :
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ifo m u la s  l i e  in  the province o f the m athem atician, whereas 

the auditor i s  in te r e s te d  s o le ly  in  th e  mechanics o f  how to  

u se th ese  form ulas to  h is  advantage<, ■ The fo llo w in g  exp la in s  

the mechanics o f  how to determine sample s iz e  and how to  in te r 

p ret the r e s u lt s  o f a sample through th e  use o f standard-error- 

o f-a -p ro p o rtio n  form ulasa

To determine adequate sample s iz e  the au d itor may use  

previously" constructed  ta h le s ,^  A p ortion  o f th e se  ta b le s -  

are reproduced below0^

S iz e  o f Population  1 Sample S ize  fo r  R e l ia b i l i t y  o f  .

/ ; ±35 ± 2% -±3f0

10,000 :$,oo© . 2,000 1,000
15,000 . 6,000 ■ 2,143 19034,
20,000 6,667 2,222 1,0535

■, lo So mathematical derivations are explained here;, since 
they are beyond the scope of this thesiSd .

20 Ed Arkin and Ro R* Colton, Tables For Statisticians,
{New ̂ Tork: Barnes & Noble, InCo, 19501, pp. 20-2itind ; 136-137o-

3o These tables are fully reproduced in the .Appendix0 
Ofo upo 86=87 posto ' . ; . •V:

i0 - Loco cito9 terminology of the tables has been somewhat 
adapted for the purposes of this thesis= ;
',. -5= For those interested, the formula on which these tables 

are based is r-z— / -r ' ' . ~ where p1 equals the percent of .
errors in the fp^./Cu )(l-u )(N-n) population, N equals the popu
lation size9 n (N-l) ‘ and n equals the -sample size0
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f.o u se th ese  tables, th e  auditdr Hust f i r s t  ascerta in , four  

tM ngso He must know th e  s iz e  o f th e  populations Me must 

estim ate the per©entag@ o f  e r r o r s 8 m th ou t r e la t io n  to  magni

tude, that are in  the p op u la tion l t e f  er e sampling, he must decide  

on a proper l e r e l  ..of confidence, t± 0 e 0 s how sure he wants to  be 

that he i s  not making a m ista k e )9 and he must decide th e  r e l ia 

b i l i t y  which he wants 9 . ( i 0s= ? how much he i s  w i l l in g  to  l e t  the  

sample c h a r a c te r is t ic  vary from the p o p u la t io n .c h a r a c te r is t ic .)

If the auditor, has a population of 15 9000s and if he decides 
that the lerels of confidence and reliability that he wants are 
95$^ and.2% respectively% he will automatically arrive at the 
sample siz© of 2a143 when using the above table® Howevers since 
this table is calculated on the basis of a percentage of error 
in the population equal to 50% =■ a most unlikely. occurrence in
auditing -= an allowance must be made0 If the auditor estimates 
the percentage of errors in the population to be 6% he must then 
multiply the sample, size-found above (2,143) by the following 
allowance factore: 4(p°q)a where p equals the .percentage of
error in the population and q equals l=p or the percentage of ;
non=error in the population^ In the'abdve example, this multi- : 
plication would result in a sample size of approximately 483'*°

lo : fhe table shown above is for a 95% level of confidence0: , 
There are available tables, for 99=7% as well as 95%° Gf »pp. 86-87 post 0

2o Both.tables.are calculated on the basis of a 50% error 
in the population^ . " V  -1 : ■

3» 2,143 [4(»©SI(8 9 4 Ll  ̂ 483 approx, ; , ' ; ./
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TWSg by tiiis metbod it is pessible for the auditor to determine 
adequate sample size by using simple probability formulas of the 
standard ̂ erro r-©f-a-propor11o n»

To interpret the results of a sample9 the auditor uses the 
following meohanieso First the auditor must determine three 
things' in order to interpret a sample by means of the standard- 
error=of=a“proportion formulasc ̂ He must determine an outer 
limit beyond which a percentage of. errors in the population is 
unacceptable (this outer limit can be represented algebraically 
by p̂ -o) He must know the size of the sample and finally9 he 
must know the percentage of errors in the sample (represented 
algebraically by p0) ■ .:

If the;size of the sample equals 4839 and the percentage 
of errors in the sample (p) equals 4% and the maximum percentage 
of errors allowable in the population (p̂ ) equals 6%,, then the 
auditor in using the standard-=error^of=a-proportion formula s
°X)a/v̂ (l«p^)̂ , arrives at^pn ,a011^o Substituting known

n . - ;. ■ . ' ' ■ . - ' - ' ■ -

ls The following mechanics represent the making of a test 
of;aignifieanceo Also a confidence interval could be constructed 
in order to test the results of a sample9 but in this thesis the 
making of a test of significance is the, only type of statistical 
' inference usedo - : ■ „ .

20 For a more complete explanation, than is given here on 
how to interpret samples by use of standard’-error-of-a-proportion 
formulas9 see Wo Spurrs L0 Kellogg3 and J= Smiths Business and 
Economic Statistics<, (Homewood9 Illinoisi Richard Do Irwiny ln©»»'

; 3i,'■ p is, the algebraic symbol for the standard error of a
proportion*

u. A . m l . 06} . „on
W  483
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value a in to  th e  term Cp°P ) g iv e s  th e  a a d ito r  The

^  ■■ ; ■ ■ - ' 
sig iiiifiaan ee of t h i s  f ig u r e  i s  th ea  determined by re feren ce  to

a Table o f Areas Under th e  Normal Curvea  ̂ M. p ortion  o f t h is

ta b le  i s  reproduced here*^

Sigma Distahee level of Confidence \
: -1.75' ' ' . 9 5 9 9  ■ '

-1.80 • . <,9641,
-1*85 . :■ o96785

The obtained value of -10B2 is greater than -I*SO in the
sigma distance column but less than.-loS5® The auditor in this ■

. ' •' ' - ; ' • • ■ 6 ■" . ' 'case should select the figure <>9641 in the level of confidence
column* The meaning of this *9641 figure is that more than nine
times out of ten or 9641 times out of 10,000, the auditor can be
sure that the percentage of errors in the population does not
exceed the maximum allowable percentage of errors.of 6% „

1* • This term should always result in a negative value0 Any 
positive value would automatically indicate that it is more likely 
that the population is unacceptable than aeceptableo

2o q04 — e 06 s —Id 82 
.. ■ ■ =011

.3s See the Appendix for the complete table* Of= p„ 88 post 
The statistical theory behind this table is not explained in this 
thesis9 as it is felt that the auditor, always keenly pressed 
for time* is not interested in the mastery of statistical theory, 
but rather, he is only interested in how statistical tools may 
be of use to himo If am explanation of this table is desired, see 
0= W a Paden and 1= PV Lindquist = Op* cit=„ pp* 103-119»

4o This portion of the'table is adapted from. D= Wo Paden 
and 1 * Fo Lindquist, cit* = p* 109= . .

5o A possible technical limitation on the use of these
formulas is the fact that if the actual percentage of errors in
the population were close to zero, a sampling distribution which 
would not be normal could result0

60 This type of table is not subject to interpolation*



TimSg by the use o f the above m echanics, i t  i s ; p o s s ib le ,  

in  the s p e c if ip  example g iven , fo r  the auditor to  in te rp re t  

the sample by making the o b je c t iv e  statem ent that he i s  96+f> 

sure -  but not 97% sure -  th a t the population  sampled i s  accep t

ab le to  hinio . ;

Dodge^Romig S in g le  Sampling hot Tolerance Tables

- This se c t io n  d ea ls  w ith, th e  u se  o f the Dodge-Romig S in g le  

Sampling hot Tolerance ta b le s  to  determ ine sample s iz e 'a n d  to  

in te rp re t  the r e s u lt s  o f  sam ples» The Dodge-Homig ta b le s  are  

adapted, in  th is , t h e s i s ,  to a u d itin g  procedures from th e ir  tra=  

d itiom al p lace  in  acceptance sampling in  the g-Uality con tro l 

vfie ld o -;.' - ■ ’ .. ; . ;x r  ̂ : " : : ;  r . \  ' :

With th e  Dodge-=R6mig ta b le s  the s e le c t io n  o f  an adequate 

sample s iz e  and th e  in te r p r e ta t io n  o f  th e  r e s u lt s  o f  that sample 

can be determined a l l  a t the same tim e0 F ir s t ,  however, there  

are three th in g s which th e  auditor must esta b lish o  : He must 

decide what, i s  th e  maximum percentage of errors in  the, popula

t io n  which he i s  w il l in g  to, aeeepto He must estim ate  the per

centage o f errors p resen t in  the population  which he i s  sampling 

and he must know the s iz e  of the p opu lation  which he i s  sampling 

When th ese  three v a r ia b le s  are e s ta b lish e d , th e  au d itor can u se  

the Dodge-Romig ta b le s  to  determine sample s iz e  and to  in te r p r e t

1 0 This w i l l  determ ine which o f th e  e ig h t Dodge-Romig 
S in g le  Sampling Lot Tolerance ta b le s  to  u se 0 For d iffe r e n t  ’ :
r a te s  ‘ o f  maximum percentage o f  error i n  the p opu lation  which 
run from 0®$% to  10%, there are d if fe r e n t  t a b l e s ® :



the sample, TMs Is demonstrated as followsc Firsts If the
auditor dedides that 2^ is the mazimum percentage of errors
in the population whieh he is willing to accept3 he turns to
the Dodge-Roaig 2$ t a b le ,A  portion of the Bodge=Bomig Single
Sampling Lot Tolerance table for a maximum peroentage of errors

- - -' - ato be tolerated in the population of 2$ is reproduced below.
Estimated Percentage of 
Errors : In- the P o p u l a t i o n 0 .**, = 02 |f .03' - =20

Population Size , • Sample
Size

Errors 1 
Allowed

fSample 
.Size ' Errors'" 

Allowed
195 - 1 265 ' 210,001-20 9 000 ' 200 1 265 2

20,001-50,000 200 1 I 335 3
Then if the auditor has a population of 15$000 and if he 

decides that on the basis of past"experience the estimated per
centage of errors in the population is ,1$$ he will automatically 
be informed by the Dodge=Romig table above that he should use a 
sample siae of 265 and that if there are more than two errors in 
the sample of 265 he will reject the population as having more 
than a 2^ rate of @rfors9 On the other hand8 if the sample of 
265 contains two errors or less the auditor will accept the 
population as having a 2% or less rate of errorso ̂ Assuming 
only one error was found in the above case, the Dodge-Romig

It Ih the Appendix, the complete Dodge-ROmig tables for the 
and the 2$ maximum rate of errors in an acceptable population, 

are giveno Of, pp, 89-90 post.
20 This portion of the table is adapted from H. F. Dodge 

and H. G. Eomig, Sampling;Inspection Tables ° Single and Double 
Sampling, (New Yorks lohn Wiley &  Sons, Inc., 1 9 4 4 ) pp. 70=73«

3o All eight of the Dodge-Romig Single Sampling Lot Toler
ance Tables have been set up so. as to give a 90% level of confi
dence that the population is acceptable when the errors found in 
the sample are not greater, than the errors allowedo



ta b le s  make i t  p o s s ib le  fo r  the au d itor  to  say th a t he i s  90% 

sure th at he has not aeeepted a population  which has an error
■ : ' i ' ■ - . •- ■ • : ■ '

ra te  in  ezee ss  o f 2% :

Is For a more complete explanation of the Dodge=Bomig 
tablesg see either A„ Duncang Quality Control and Industrial 
(Statistics, (Chicagog Illinois: Richard D„ Irwin^ Inc0a 1952)$ 
pp0 144=146$ or J, M 0 Juran$ Q,uallty=ControI Handbook ,1 New York 
McG-raw-Hill Book C ompany $ lnco $ 19 5lT3"™PP^~435-440 =



■OHftPTSR V

THE APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL TFOHNIOJJIS, TO INVENTOR11S .

■ ; 1 _ - Introduction - . - '

. Tiiis chapter is intended . to demonstrate 9 by means of
hypothetical case studies 9 the probable results occurring

' ' A ■ : • - : ' - v , ' /from the application of the two previously explained soienti-
fio statistical sampling teehniq.ues. to several of the more. 
common auditing procedures of inventories„ More generallys it 
is hoped that the results of this chapter are to some extent 
indicative .of the results which would occur from the applica
tion of any sclent if ie statistical sampling teehniq.ue to any 
auditing procedure where test-cheeking is now extensively, used.

The Importance of Internal Control in Sampling

Before it is' possible ■■to deal with hypothetical case . 
studies on various auditing procedures of inventorieSg the 
role that internal control plays should be fully explored <, : 

According to one prominent author^ three different types 
of audits are possible depending upon the emphasis placed on

' I, Ofo ppo ante.
. ?0 For a definition of; internal controla Of . p.; 19 ante.



tke purpose o f the a u d it0 There ©an he an au d it to  evaluate  

' t h e  in te r n a l c o n tr o l9 an audit to  v e r ify  account b a lan ces3 and 

. an au d it which i s  a m ixture o f th ese  two purposes= A ll three  

types o f  a u d its  appear.to  he prone to  th e  a p p lica tio n  of sta= - 

t i s t i e a l  technipLueSo ; - ; - ' . ■ '

If statistical techniques are used to evaluate internal. ■ .
control9 a number of special problems arises such as the fact 
that the definition of error for internal control purposes may 
be different from the definition of error for the purpose of

: ■ - : v 1 ’ ' ■■ ' ' ■ ' ' : ■ ' :;v'verifying .account balances and also the problem of statistic 
cally relating the evaluation of internal control in one part 
of the audit to other parts of the audit 0

In this thesis3 however9 the hypothetical, case studies bn 
inventories will be limited to cases concerning verification 
of account balances» Evaluation.of internal control by statls-. 
tieal tecMiques. will not be touched upons except in so far as 
procedures relating to the verification of account balances 
also represent a testing of internal control0

In spite of the fact that the .application, of statistics 
to internal control is not taken up in this thesis9 internal 
control must be recognized to. exert a powerful influence over 
the extent of all auditing procedures whether or not they embody 
samplingo The estimation of the effectiveness of internal con
trol plays a major part in determining the decisions of the

Ip For example 9 the discrepancy of an incorrect date on 
a voucher might be considered as an error for internal control 
purposes5, buts on the other hand, might not be considered an 
error for the purpose of verifying account balances0



-'' - \ -v- '' : Y ::" :/: : :v;’ ■ 59aMitoi" in regard to samplingd The see.ond auditing standard, of
: .. i , . " : v . ■ - o ;-; field work makes elear the fact that the evaluation of inter- ' .
nal control by the audit or forms a basis, for determining the 
extent; of test-checking appropriate® Although this auditing . 
standard does not elucidate9 the relationship between the ; . 
effectiveness of internal control and the extent of sampling 
is one of direct proportion^ That is to say, all other condi
tions being eduali the more effective is the internal control, 
the less the amount of sampling necessary9 and conversely, the 
less effective the internal control. the greater- the size of • 
the sample until a point is reached where the internal control 
is so faulty that nothing short of a complete one hundred per- 
cent detailed audit is required<, Statistically speaking^ the 
above holds true because when a very effective system of inter
nal control is in operation, the level of confidence heeded to 
Make an assumption about the population can.be substantially 
lowereda and thus, automatieally, the sample size is reduced0 
If a poor system of internal control is in existence, however, 
the level of confidence would have to be extremely high, as am 
added assurance to the auditor that the accounting records are 
not faulty and thus the sample size would be quite large0

Mow that the importance of internal control has- been ex-' . : 
■ ploredg it is possible to begin dealing with the hypothetical

lo Ofo p<> 3 a n te . ■ - ' - 1 ; ./

2c, W. Bo Meigsa Principles of Auditing» (Homewood, Illinois: 
: Richard; Do Irwin, Inco s, 1953)V p.. 11 and ppl 75=760 . •



• case studies; ■::r ■ v : ■ .v.:
Quantity of Inventory ° Hypothetleal Case Study

. . This first hypothetical case study deals with the applica
tion of the standard“-error-of-a-proportion formulas to an audit
ing procedure for the determination of the validity of the quan
tity of an inventory as represented by a client<> :

It is assumed that a large physical inventory is being 
taken by the employees of the auditor8 s cliento This inventory : 
is assumed not to haye a significant variation among its com- 
ppnent partSg as far as value is coneernedo The employees of 
the client record the taking of the physical inventory by fill
ing out inventory tags and attaching these tags to the inven
tory Which has been counted^ There are 1 5.>000 of these inven
tory tags filled Out on which the quantity of the .inventory 
counted has been indicated^ The auditor wishes to take a sta
tistical sample of these 15s000 inventory tags - which are the 
population - to determine whether or not they are porrectly 
filled out in regard to quant it yo : ’ y 1

F ir s t  th e  aud itor must make a number o f d e c is io n s  based 

on h is  past experience and on h is  su b je c tiv e  judgement exer

c ised  in  the l ig h t  o f  prevalent co n d itio n s.^  He must decide  

what c o n s t i t u t e s .an error on the inventory tagb . In  th is  cases

lb Thus s t r a t i f i c a t io n  i s  unnecessary in  t h is  case . S tra 
t i f i c a t io n  w i l l  be brought out In  a subsequent ease studyo 

- Of o PPo65-66 .po>st .
' 2o These prevalent conditions include such things as the 

auditor's evaluation of internal control9 the materiality of 
the inventory in relation to other current assets9 etc0.



he assumes that any discrepancy "between ths recorded .quantity on 
the inventory tag and the aetual quantity on hand which exceeds 

of the aetual quantity of the inventory - in either directions, 
over or under - constitutes an erroro

he also decides upon the percentage of errors which he ex
pects to find in the inventory tags0 It is assumed that the 
auditor believes that, since, only a moderately fair system of 
internal control is being employed, the percentage,of errors 
existent in the population is 2% or that 300 inventory tags out 
of the 15,000 may have errors in them<>

He also Wishes, to be sure at least 95 times out of 100 that 
his estimate of the percentage of error in the population which 
he will finally make on the basis on sample results, will not 
be off by more than l^1

Finally the auditor mast decide a maximum rate of errors 
in the population which will be. acceptable0 Assume that the 
auditor has decided that if there are more than 2% of the 15,000 
inventory tags in error floec more than 300} he will reject the 
population as being unacceptable to himo

On the basis of these decisions the auditor can now begin -

lo Thus the auditor will use the 95% Confidence Interval 
Table for Sample Size0 Both 95% and 99«7$ tables are available0 
The 99<y7fo table will, of course, give greater accuracy to the 
results of the sample than will-the 95F table0 (Also, it will 
cause a larger sample to be selected») It should be noted that 
these tables are useful only in determining the size of the 
sample and that only rarely will the final level of. confidence, 
which results when the sample is statistically interpreted., .
coincide with the percentage' of the sample size table0



' '■ ' .V: ’ . 6 2

to use M s  "statistical tools» Using the Standard=Error=*of-a-
1 ■■■’ ' ' :• ■ ■ ' ' Proportion Tables for Sample Size, he determines that the size

: ' • ; ' : 2 ■ 
of his sample will be' 6 9 000 before the allowance faetor for p
i s  taken in to  con sid erations A fter the allowance fa e to r  has

been taken into consideration/ the sample size which, the
auditor is to use will.be fixed at 470®^ ■

A random sample is the auditor’s nextconsiderationo This 
he obtains by having had the inventory tags all premumbered be
fore they were usedo Prom a list of the 15s000 inventory tags3 
starting arbitrarily with the number 17, the auditor samples 
every 30th item until he has a sample of ,470. That is to -say,' 
he selects the l?th itemP the 47th itema the 77th item, etCoo 
until 476 items have been seleetedo ' , y,

-Now that the sample has been determined and selected by 
statistioal methods, the auditor must proceed to- interpret the 
sampleo - It' is assumed that the sample of 470 items produced 
3 incorrect inventory tags orV expressed-in decimal form, 0 0064 
of the sampled items were found to be-Incorrect* As previously 
mentioned9 the auditor has decided that if there is more than 
2$ error in the population, he will reject the population as

l a Of O PP o -86-87 post „ • . :
Of. - ...

3o' 6,000 £4 CoOa)!,^ > 470o ■
4o "If a given population consists of a list of objects in 

w h i c h  the attribute of an object is independent of its position on 
the list, members of the population selected by some ordinal posi
tion will be a random sample for the purpose of studying the given 
attributeow. ToSmith and A0Duncan^ Sampling Statistics and Applica
tions, (Hew York: McGraw-Hill and Company, Inc*, 1945f, P° 136. .



being mna©eeptableo On the other hand, i f  th ere  i s  2% or l e s s

error in  the population,, he w i l l  aeeept i t ,
, : : : :/l, lv ' ; : •

Wsing the formula a the auditor arrives at
oOO65 Substituting in the term i, gives the auditor

■=2o09o By reference to the Table of Areas Under the Hormal
3 ; ■ ■ : ■ ■ • V ■ ■■ ■ ' VCurve 9 the auditor seleets the figure in the level of eonfi-

denee column of c9798c How the auditor is ready to make an
objective statement about the validity of the inventory tags on

■; ' 1 ■ ' : ' ' . '■ , ■ V . ■ . : X
the b a s is  o f  h is  s t a t i s t i c a l  sample* The auditor can make th e  

statem ent th at he i s  more than. 97% Confident th at th e  inventory  

tags do not con ta in  more than 2fo erro r9 th is  error being d efined  

as a d iscrepancy o f  more than ifo between the q u an tity  shown on 

the inventory tag aid th e  a c tu a l g.uantity0  ̂ That i s  to  s a y /  

th a t th e  chances are mdre than 97 out o f  100 th a t h is  estim ate , 

th at th ere are not more than 300 inventory tags which have been 

f i l l e d  out in c o r r e c t ly , i s  dependable» Since t h is  appears to  be

1 /(o02) C.985 .i0196 - <000042 m o0065 - V
p- W  ; 470 ^ 47^  ;

-2 o «0064 ° o 0200 = -10136 g °2o09
,006$ : .00065 •' ■

3o Of & p» 88 posto
- 4o The mechanics ©f computation have been discussed rather 
thoroughly because this is in harmony with the whole" theme of . 
getting away - as much as possible - from the theoretical aspects 
of statistics and emphasizing practical, everyday applications®

5o Although these techniques can give the auditor a good 
idea of the percentage of inventory tags which are filled out in
correctly in regard to quantity it cannot tell the auditor any
thing about the magnitude of those; errorso In other words 9 the ; 
statistical technique gives the same weight to an error of 3% in 
the quantity listed on an inventory tag as to an error of 300%, 
The picture of the magnitude and importance of the errors esti
mated to be in the population must be based on the auditor’s 
judgement rather than on statistical techniques0



' ; ' V V . \ ; 64
highly satisfaotoryneither more sampling nor a qualification 
in the auditor’s oertifieate is required0

In eomparlng the results of the above hypothetical ease 
study with results which sight have been obtained by convention
al test-checking methods„ the fact that the statistical method 
permits the auditor, to be an objective 97% sure of his eonolu-• 
slons appears salient * Also3 the size" of the sample used to 
draw a conclusion seems to be substantially reduced* Most . 
auditors would agree with Meigs^ when he says

The extent of the test-counts will vary widely, 
dependent upon the eireumstanees of the individual :
easeg but in general should account for 10% or more 
of the dollar amount of the inventory*

In the above hypothetical ease.£) since it was assumed that there 
was mo significant variation as far as' value was concerned^ 10% 
of the value would roughly correspond with 10%. of the amount* 
Therefore Meigs would be recommending a .sample size of at least 
1,$00; If hot substantially more* This is over three times the 
amount of sampling which the auditor found necessary by use of 
the statistical method outlined above * . •

A final important points which should be brought out be
fore the discussion on this hypothetical case is closed; is the 
inability of statistical techniques to detect fraud* In this 
partieular easep if Inventory had.been stolens and consequently 
no inventory tags had been filled out on the stolen merchandises 
it would have been impossible for the statistical technique 
alone to have discovered this facto This circumstance stems

1 o If*. Bo Meigsp op* e i t * * p* 237 =



from tke fundamental matiiematical concept that the accuracy  

o f r e s u lt s  can n efer b<s g rea ter  than the aeouraey o f  th e  

o r ig in a l Inform ation on whieh those r e s u lt s  were basedc

Q uality o f Inventory -  H ypothetical Case Study

• This second h y p o th etica l case study again d ea ls  w ith the  

a p p lica tio n  o f the stan d ard -error-o f-a -p rop ortion  form ulas, but 

t h is  time be an au d itin g  procedure for determ ining the con d ition  

or q u a lity  of an inventorjo .

In th la  h y p o th e tic a l case i t  i s  assumed th a t th e  au d itors  

are in te r e ste d  in  t e s t in g  the q u a lity  o f  an inventory of 300,000  

e le e tr o n ie  tubeso The inventory c o n s is ts  o f 100,000 high■priced  

tu b es9 100,000 medium priced tu b es, and 100,000 low priced tubes  

The con d ition  of the tubes can be te s te d  by an e le c tr o n ic  t e s t 

ing machine which th e  c l i e n t  owns and over which the auditor  

can have observation^ A sim ple d ia l on the fa ce  o f  the t e s t in g  

machine,  which in d ic a te s  whether or not th e  q .uality  o f the tube 

being te s te d  i s  a ccep ta b le , can be read by the a u d ito r0 I t  i s  

incumbent upon the auditor to  determine how many tubes w i l l  be 

sampled and a lso  to  in te r p re t  th e  r e s u lt s  o f  the sample«

The d ec is io n  as to  what c o n s t itu te s .a n  error in  th is  case  

i s  very sim ple, s in ce  th e  t e s t in g  machine; au tom atica lly  g iv e s  

t h is  informatiohd' To determine the s iz e  o f  th e  sample the 

auditor must a lso  make a d ec is io n  about the degree o f  r e l i a 

b i l i t y  necessaryo I t  i s  assumed that he w ish es to  have a degree  

o f  r e l i a b i l i t y  o f Ifo,, •

In  th is  h y p o th etica l case , s t r a t i f ie a t io n  appears to  be 

appropriateo Each p r ice  c la s s  o f  tubes can be considered a



-separate populations This in part- will offset the failure of 
statistical teeimiq,ues to make allowance for different magni
tudes of errorso The followihg mechanics of this case study 
will be only for the high priced class of tubes, but the very - 
same mechanics are also applied to the middle and"low priced 
tubeso The size of the sample should be larger for the high 
priced tubes and the middle priced tubes than for the low priced 
tubes9 since the auditor wishes to be-more accurate with the 
former than with the latter„ This is accomplished by using the 
Standard-Erfor-of-a^Broportlon Table for Sample Size of a 99o?%. 
confidence interval for the high and middle priced tubes, and 
the same table but of a 95% confidence interval for the low 
priced tubes „ ' ;  : ; ':

Using the Standard-lrror^of =-a=Proportion Table for Sample . 
Size of a 99o7% confidence interval the. auditor automatically 
determines that an adequate sample size - before the allowance ' : 
factor is taken into consideration—  is 18S367° To use the 
allowance or correction factor the auditor must first decide 
what he considers to be the number of. bad tubes which most 
probably will be found in the popuiationo Assume that the " 
auditor,9 s previous evaluation of internal controi showed it to 
be in a rather poor states and for that reason the auditor 
estimates that 3% of the tubes will probably be bad* Then by ; - 
multiplying the sample size above by the correction•factor? the
. ■ ■ ' . ' \ .. • . - - 2 ' - ' :auditor f ixes the sample ■ size at 2,1380 ' - •



Sow that the sample size has been- .determined", the auditor 
must '-select- his sample at random,, Assuming that each tube in 
the inventory has a consecutive number and that the auditor 
decides to employ the aid of a Table of Random Numbers to ob
tain a random sample the f ollowing - is representat ive of a 
proper procedure to be usedo If the numbers on the tubes con
tain six digitsg the auditor will haphazardly choose six ad
jacent columns in the table of random numbers» If these six
columns are the first six on the left in the table in the ,
appendix^ and if the.six digit: numbers on the tubes start with 
900g000 and end with 999»999a then the sample of 2 a138 is drawn 
thusly; the first tube to be placed in the sample is tube -EfOo • 
995<,627% the secondg No = 963,019-. the third,No0 904,299 and so
on until 2,13# tubes have been drawn0 :' -

These tubes are then tested on the testing-machine and it 
is assumed that 40 were found to be unacceptable or, in decimal 
form, *01$7o

The auditor now makes the decision necessary to the inter
pretation of the sample, namely, what percentage of bad tubes 
out of the 100,000 will be the limit for purposes of accepting 
the whole population as satisfactory„ If the auditor decides on 
the basis of the.materiality of the inventory in relation to all 
assets that he cannot tolerate more than 3% bad tubesj (i»e=,
3’,000) then he will proceed to use the standard-error-of-a-pro- 
portion formulas for interpreting sample results0 With the



abore assumptions, the formula J. gives ^p^ *0037,̂
By substitution, the term lllE-1 gives the auditor <=3,0502

6S

. Referring to the Table of Areas Under the Normal Curve, the 
auditor selects the figure in the level of confidence column 
of o9937o

Before the results of sampling in this ease are mentioned $ 
assume that the middle priced tubes are also put through the 
mechanical process described above and that all the decisions 
for the high priced tubes apply equally as well to the middle 
priced tubes, the only difference being that after a sample of 
: 2,138 has been drawn and tested 56 errors instead of 40 errors 
are found in the' sample. In this case substitution in the term 

would give “1»03«^ Referring to the fable of Areaa under 
the Msrmal Curve the auditor gets the figure ,8413°

If hen this same set of mechanics = varied by different de- 
cisions on the part of the auditor -> has been used' to determine 
the sample size and the results ef; the- low priced tubes the 
auditor is ready to make a conclusion on the objective results of 
his samplingo • • ■

On the basis of the above results the auditor can be sure 
that the chances are more than 99 out of 100 that the 100,000 
high priced tubes have a rate of defectives not over yfoQ However, 
in regard to the 100,000 middle priced tubes, the auditor is 
less than 85% confident that they have a rate of defectives ;of -

1 0 p̂cq »0-3 I C O 97) o S d/o OOOOI36 S ° OO37 °



yfo ox less* Since less than 85% confidence would hardly seem 
sufficients the auditor in this case would either qualify his 
certificate or substantially extend the sample (probably to a 
one hundred percent detailed audit 0) The low priced tubes 
would also be analyzedg in the light of the objective results 
of statistical sampling, to determine whether the level of con- 
fidence obtained8 by the use of the above mechanics, is suffi
ciently high to accept the whole population of low priced tubes

In this hypothetical case study9 as in the previous one6 
an advantage of statistioal sampling over test-cheeking methods 
is the objective nature of the results of the sample on which 
the auditor'bases his conclusions as to the acceptability of r 
data which he is auditingo. . . ' ' ; 1 ‘

However it should be pointed out that the selection of 
2pl38 tubes by random methods will be more time consuming than 
the selection of a sample of ,2g138 when purposive selection is 
usedo This.drawback of the statistical method would be compound 
ed even further if the tubes had not been prenumbered as was 
assumed in this hypothetical ease study0

Valuation of Inventory -.Hypothetical Case Study

This third hypothetical ease study deals with the appliea- : 
tion of the Dodge-Homig Single Sampling. Lot Tolerance tables 
to an auditing procedure for evaluating the valuation of an 
inventory* '

In this case the assumed inventory will contain 48500 1



different items whose ■raliiationS) as determined by the client, 
must be verified by the auditor by means of bheefcLng purchase 
invoices and supporting documents* The number of inventory 
items to be checked for correct valuation and the interpretation 
of the results therefrom are determined by use of the Dodge- •'> 
Rornig Single Sampling Lot Tolerance tables0 The value of these 
inventory items runs from one dollar through five hundred dollars 

The auditor first decides that because of the wide disper
sion in values, strafifieation is approprlateo He divides the 
inventory into two strata9 one for values from one dollar to 
ninety-nine dollars and one for values from one hundred dollars 
to five hundred dollars* The former atrafum will contain 3 $000 
items and the latter 1*500 items® Both of these strata will 
be given the same error concept of three dollars® In other 
words,a difference between" the valuation for an item as given . 
by the clients" and the valuation as shown by the purchase 'in
voice and supporting vouchers must not vary by more than three 
dollars per item* At first thought it might seem that any item 
which had a value of three dollars or less need not be inspected 
at all® Howevers Holmes points out

It must always .be remembered, however, that an 
if error might result in grossly understating a large item, 

thus making it appear small* Therefore, a thorough 
test of small items must not be ignored*
Sinee the stratum with the higher valuation is of more

I* It is assumed that all 4,500 different inventory items 
are present in approximately the same amount®

2* A* Holmes, Auditing ■= Principles and Procedure* (Chicago 
Illinoistf Richard D* Irwin, Inc®, 1949IT p* 218* '



. slgnifloanee to the aMitor than the stratum with the lower 
valuation he will use a tahle which will assure him that the 
errors in the high value stratum do not exceed Tfos and a differ̂ , 
ent table which will assure him that the errors in the low value' ' 
.stratum do not exceed 2%b . •

Before the auditor can use these tables^ however^ he must 7 

make one more d©eision6 He must estimate the percentage of 
errors in the population/^ It is assumed that on the basis of 
his past experience with the internal control of this particular 
company the auditor concludes that it is quite good and there
fore can estimate the percentage of errors in both strata to be . 
1 /2 of 1#  / ' ; ' ■ ' 7 '■ : '

How the auditor is ready to determine his sampling plan by
- '" - , . .. • - ; • ' '7 • - ', 0use of the Dodge-Romig Single Sampling lot Tolerance tables„

The Bodge-Romig tabled for a ifo maximum percentage of allowable 
errors, in the population - to be used for the high value stratum - 
automatically gives a sample size of 610 and allows :3 errors in 
that sample0 The Dodge-Romig table for a 2/ maximum percentage 
of allowable errors in the population <= to be used for the low 
value stratum = automatically gives a sample size of 385 and 
• allows 4 errors in the sample o ■

io The accuracy of this estimation is of importance since : 
if it is overestimated the sample is unwarrantedly. increased and 
if it is underestimated the results of the sample will frequently 
necessitate a 100% detailed audit when,, in reality, it is hot 
neededo Thus, if the estimate' of errors in the population is 
not accurate, sample size .will not be minimized» : v

2>. Cf o; pp0 89-90 post.
3o Unless otherwise specified, any reference to the Dodge- 

Romig tables is to be interpreted as a reference to the Dodge- 
Somig Single Sampling lot Tolerance tableso . 7
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The sample called for in both cases should be selected at

random by either one of the two methods previously demonstrated = 
After the samples have been selected and the number of errors 
in eaeh sample tabulated9 the auditor is in a position to base 
his conclusions on objective results®

Assuming that both samples were found to contain 4 errors 
apieceg the auditor can make'the objective statement that he 
is sure at the 90$ level of confidence-̂ - (1»e,® > he is sure that 
he will be right nine times out of ten) that•the low value 
stratum consisting of 3g000 items does, not have a percentage of 
errors in excess of 2$ (60 items), where a discrepancy, in 
excess of three dollars* between the client$s valuation of an 
inventory item and. the auditorIs tested valuation represents an 
error® Also the auditor ©an state.that he cannot be 90$ confi= 
dent that the high value stratum of 1s500 items contains a per- ■
centage of errors not in excess of ifo (15 items) ®

: , . ■ - o '1 -' ■ -V "■ ' ' .- ■'. •Bell and Johns state that* when test-checking to verify
the valuation of an inventory* 15$ to 25$ of the total value 
of the inventory should be tested® Assuming* in the above ex
ample* that the average value of the low value stratum is thirty 
dollars and that the.average value of the high value stratum is 
two hundred and fifty dollars * t he Dodge-Bomig Single Sampling 
lot Tolerance tables specified a total sample value of $164»050^

1® All the Bodge-Romig Single .Sampling lot Tolerance tables 
give a 90$ level■of ©©nfidenceo : ;

2® W® Bell and R® Johns, Auditing® (Hew York: Prentice-Hall,
Inc®,. 1952)1 p® 172®

3o 610 x $250.: 
$152,500 -t $11,550 :

$152,50:0$164,050 385 x $30 .. #11, 550
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out of a total possible value of $4 63;000. The 15% to 25%

; whloh Bell and Johns recomraend. would involve a total sample 
value of from #6 997502 to #ll69250o^ It should be noted that 
the fl64s05G value specified by the Dodge-iomig tables could be 
•cbnsiderably reduced if the mazimum percentage of errors to be 
tolerated in the population were relazed or if the estimation 
Of the percentage of errors in the population were lowered0

A feature of t he Dodge=Romig tables which has caused a 
considerable amount of interest and disenssion is the variable 
measure of the estimated percentage of errors in the population 
before samplingThe obvious drawback of this measure is the . 
difficulty, the auditor will have In making an accurate estimate 
of it o ̂ In the first audit' of a company this drawback could be 
quite seriouso Howevers in subsequent audits especially if 
they are on.. a continuous:monthly basis - it would appear that the 
auditor might very well be able to obfcain9 from past experience9 
sufficient accuracy in the estimation of the percentage of errors 
in the population which he is about to sample» Furthermores in 
regard to the large auditing firms9 it would seem that recurrent 
audits far outnumber initial audit So-;

1 .  1 ,5 0 0  x  #250 g $575)000» 3 ,600.  x  #30 = # 9 0 ,0 0 0 .
1908000-h 1375,000 a. #4.65,000o - • ;

2, $465,000 x ol5 # $69,750. ' ; :
3o $465,000 z. .25  ̂#116,250. . Vi
4= This variable measure is better known as the Process

Average# ' ' ■.
- 5o To get around this disadvantage an.adaptation has been 

suggested, but this adaptation appears to be quite limited®
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Before elosing the disevissioii on this hypothetical ease? 

it might be well to point out that these Dodge-Bomig Single 
Sampling Lot Tolerance tables are extremely inflexible^ There 
is only one statement that can be made by the auditor on the 
basis of these tables and that is that a certain population is
either acceptable at the 90% level of confidence or that it

. : - . . ■ \ ' • ■ ■ , ■ ' - • . % cannot be acceptable when a 90% level of confidence is requiredo

Clerical Accuracy - Hypothetical Case Study,

This fourth and final hypothetical ease study deals with 
the application of the Dodge-Romig Single Sampling Lot Tolerance 
tables to an auditing procedure for the determination of the 
clerical accuracy of inventory summary sheets«

In this hypothetical case let it be assumed that 8,000 
inventory summary sheets have been filled out by the employees 
of the auditor’s client0 The auditor wishes to determine the 
accuracy of the footings^ of these 8S000 inventory summary 
sheetsg which represent his population.

First the auditor may assume that a discrepancy of over 
five dollars = in either, direction„ above or below « constitutes 
an erroro Also he decides that since the footings in the popula
tion do not vary greatly in value9 that stratification will not

1o That is to say/ statistically speaking, that the Dodge- 
Bomig Single Sampling Lot Tolerance tables ©an only be used to 
give one level of confidence about Z5, error o { T error varies with 
different sampling plans and to obtain d-for a certain sampling 
plan one must have reference to the Operating Characteristic 
Curve So . ■ ; ■ ’ ■ ■

2.3, In a normal audits other phases of the inventory summary 
sheets would also be checked by the auditor3 such as comparing 
them to inventory tags, checking extensions» etc*. ■ However, this 
ease study is .limited to the determination of the clerical 
;accuracy of inventory summary sheet footings ®
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be necessaryo On the basis of the results of past audits with.
this same eompany he determines the internal epntrol to be in 
an excellent st^te and with this in mind he estimates that the 
89000 inventory summary sheets most probably contain a percent
age of error of approximately 1/10 of.1̂  or that 8 inventory 
summary sheet footings contain discrepancies greater than five 
dollarso Finally3 he decides that he is not willing to accept 
the SgOOO inventory summary sheets if they contain more than 
1% error f80 errorsIo

After these various assumptions and decisions have been 
made a sampling plan is readily determinable by reference to 
the Podge-Romig Single Sampling,lot Tolerance table for, a 1% 
maximum percentage of allowable errors in the population^ This - : 
table automatically discloses to the auditor that a sample size 
of 520 is necessary and that only 2 errors can be allowed0

To obtain a random sample of 520 items either of the two 
methods outlined previously can be used 6 Since, in this ease 
the inventory summary sheets would probably be prenumbered^ the 
selection of a random sample oufehte no tat o ̂ consumer feocrhMe k -ti me.

After having obtained the random sample of 520s each - 
selected sheet is checked by the auditor for accuracyo Let it 
be assumed that the auditor has discovered 2 inventory summary 
sheet footings in which the discrepancy exceeds five dollarsc 
The bodge-Romig tables then allow the auditor to be 90^ sure 
that the percentage of error in the 8«,000 inventory summary

. . lo Of o p*' 89 post 6 ; ■; • • V
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rive aoiiars is or lesso1 
Bell and Johns^ consider that any testing of the accuracy . 

of footings should cover all those which are Over one hundred 
■■dollars'o' In the above eases if 3,000 of the 8,000 inventory 
suimary sheets had footings, in excess of one hundred dollars 8 - ;
then Bell and Johns would recomend a minimum sample of 3»000 
as compared with the Dodge-Romig table sample size of $20o

A final consideration that should be brought to light is 
the question of the homogeneity of the foregoing populationo 
Peloubet^ believed that each individual has his own peculiar 
idiosyncrasies and. eccentricities and therefore the work of 
several different individuals cannot be considered to represent 
a universe? since it is not homogeneous» Heter^ has also stated 
that ^ln general, the work of an individual employee should con
stitute a imiverse0e> •• - - ■

Sometimes, in quality control work, the products of several 
different machines - such as the serews produced;by ten different 
automatic screw machines == are considered to form a universe. And 
yet9. each different machine has its own peculiar idiosyncrasies 
and eccentricities just as does each individual clerk6 ffhen an

lo It might be noted that if a population is found to be , 
acceptable3 it usually will be. even more acceptable after the : 
sampling is completed8 since any errors found in the sample will 
have been corrected by the auditoro • ' •

. . 20 ' W 0- Bell and Re Johns, op,, oito 3 p0 194. ,
3o Maurice E0 Peloubets % n  Inquiry into the Heed for, 

and Development of. Auditing Standards^, The Journal of Accountancy, 
Tolo .HZmil |August 1949) 9 pp. 126-132»
. . 4. John Meter, ?,Some Applications of Statistics for

Auditing,?? Journal of the American Statistical Association^
Yolo XIYEI (March 1952), pp. 6-247 .. \
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investigator wishes to determine whether or not all screws 
from the ten different machines form a homogeneous universe9
there are certain statistical tests which will give him this
■’«. - 1 .' ‘ ' - '... informationo in the ease of different individuals working on
the same recordss it would seem feasible to run statistical
tests on the records to determine whether or not they could be
considered to form one single univ©rs@o

In the foregoing populationj it is assumed that the. footings
on the inventory summary, sheets were added up by several different
Individualso It is further assumed that statistical tests were
taken to determine whether all footings represented a homoge- %
neous universe and only after this had been ascertained were
- ■ ■ 2 --the Dodge^Eomig tables put Into use o;

' ; • Appraisal of the Techniques.

Before eoneluding this chapter it might be beneficial to 
make a brief appraisal of the relative merits of the two tech
niques used in these, case 'studies®

First it should be noted that the Dodge-Romig Single 
Sampling Lot loierance tables have a much narrower application 
than do the standard-error-of^a«prpportion formulas» This is 
due to. numerous factors® .. . '.

The Dodge-Romig tables are applicable only when the auditor 
has decided that a 90% level of confidence is sufficient* In

I* These statistical tests are beyond the scope of this 
thesis e ' ' ...

2. An obvious drawback to testing for the homogeneity of 
a population is that of copious time consumption*



many cases an auditor might wish to be sore sure of his results. 
Airthermorep with the Dodge-Romig-tables9 the auditor is only 
objectively sureg at the 90% level of•-confMenee, that the popula- 
tion which he has accepted is, in reality, aeeeptableo He can 
get no direct information from the Dodge=Romig tables as to what•
are his chances of rejecting a population, which is9 in reality,

’ • 1 " : - . " ' '■: ■ ' - . : ' . aeeeptableo' Finally, the estimation of the percentage.of
errors.in the population before sampling is begun can only be 
made within certain limits and there are only eight different 
rates of maximum errors allowable in the populationo On the 
other hand, none of these limitations are associated with the 
standaid~errQr-of~a=>proporfion, formulas, which have, for their 
forte, extreme flexibility^ ' . i
' Although the Dodge-Romig tables lack the flexibility of 
the standard-error^of-a^proportion formulass in cases where 

-they can be applied, they give a much tighter degree of relia
bility, Cio©o.,the difference between the sample characteristic 
and the population characteristic is much smaller

Two. corollaries of this tighter degree of reliability are 
the facts that, in any given ease the Dodge-Somig tables will 
require a greater sample size than will the standard-error-of-a- 
proportion formulas, and that, given any certain sample size, 
the Dodge-ROmig tables will reject more border-line populations 
than will the standard-error-of-a-proportion formulas®

To sum ups it can be said that the Dodge-Romig tables are

1® Statistically speaking,ft but not d. error is directly 
determinable from the Dodge-Romig tables0



Hmch, more - aeourate then the standard-error-of^a-proportion 
formulas0 Therefore9 in oases where either the Dodge-Romig 
tables or the standard-error-of-a-proportion formulas ©ould 
be used 3 the auditor would be wise to employ the Dodge-Romig 
tablee.o However, in many eases where the Dodge-Romig tables are 
not applicabledue to the limitations mentioned above, the 
standard-error-of-a-proportion formulas can be applied because 
of their greater flexibility@ .
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. V ; eONGLUBIOHS

IMs thesis M s  attempted t© investigate briefly^ the 
feasibility" of the applieatlGn of solentitle statistical samp
ling techniques to aaditlug procedures.® From the findings of 
others on this subject and from the hypothetical case studies 
included hereinj the author of this thesis has arrived, at . 
several conclusions which are presented in this chapter®

In regard to the possible advantages of statistical 
methods*, it was found that the use of statistical techniques in 
some eases minimized the work of the auditor, and in some cases - 
did hot minimize the work of the auditor® Thus, a el ear-= cut 
statement that statistical techniques - at least in their ' 
present state of development - will reduce the work of the 
auditor, is not possible®

However, it definitely can be stated that statistical 
techniques do permit the auditor much more objectivity in his 
auditing procedures than he has at the present time® This 
objectivity will allow the auditor to select his sample size 
with mathematical precision,, and will also allow him to evaluate 
the results of his sample = that is, determine his sampling 
error - with mathematical precision® •



In addition9 many resultant benefits will flow from this 
new found objectivity of the auditors sueh as, more aeeurate 
control of cost, lessened liability to third parties, the for* 
mulation of more exact standards-in regard to test-checking, 
and so oha .. -

Hbwever, this objectivity must not be considered a complete 
panaceao The auditor’s judgement will always be required, since 
it is basic to many decisions and assumptions which must be 
.made before statistical tools can be.put to work0

In regard to limitations on the uniting of the. statistical 
and auditing seienees, it can be said that statistical technique 
may. never be applicable to some phases of auditing. In the 
first place, where a large amount of homogeneous data is not 
available, statistical methods, even if possible, would be ex
tremely uneconomical<, Where large amounts of homogeneous data 
are available, many limitations may still remain, such as the 
fact that statistical techniques cannot- detect fraud, cannot 
tell the auditor anything about the materiality of errors, can
not correct the accounts, and cannot be used when dealing with 
critical accounts, such as casho

In regard to the difficulty of using statistical techniques 
because of their mathematical derivation, the Bodge-Bomig tables 
prove that this difficulty can be entirely eliminated =

The author, of this thesis, on the basis of his investiga
tions, believes that the adaption of statistical techniques to 
auditing has a long road to traverse, before it is accepted on 
a profession wide basis„ The statistical tools which can be
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used today "by the auditor9 are .either Quite clumsy s or else aye 
the adaptation of a technique efficiently used in another field, 
but not primarily designed for auditing use and thus far from 
ideal for the auditor1s purposes0

At the present time, the study of the application of sta= 
.tistical techniques to auditing procedures is in the infancy of. 
its development, and as yet there have been no efficient statis- 
11 oal techniques developed exclusively for auditing purposes*- 
It can be readily observed by the reader, that the Dodge-Bomig 
tablesin the field of quality control, are a very quick and ; 
efficient tool* It is to be expected, that the same refinement 
can eventually be incorporated in statistical techniques, .
specially designed for auditing purposes= But these refinements 
cannot be built up overnight * Undoubtedly, it will take many 
more years of research and development to perfect the application 
of statistics to auditing,, and unless it is put on a crash pro
gram” basis,, as was the application of statistics to quality con
trol, it may well be decades before statistical tools come into 
common use in the public accounting fieldo Nevertheless, it is _ 
felt that this eventual outcome is as certain in the auditing 
field, as it was in the field of industrial quality control® In 
spite of blank walls and setbacks that will arise, if auditors 
and statisticians will persevere, ultimately, the goal will be 
reached*

. : In Summary , the author of this thesis believes thatdue to 
the lack of sufficient development in this field, statistical 
techniques at the present time cannot be very efficiently applied
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t© auditing procedures0 However9 if a great deal more ex
perimentation and research is performeds eventually statistical 
techniques will become an effective and. widely used tool of 
the auditing profession^





APPEM)IX A

Table of Random Numbers 
(760 Nximbers)

10 48 01 0  11 01 53 60 20 11 81 64 79 16 46 69 17 91 41 94
22 36 84 65 73 25 59 58 53 93 30 99 58 91 98 2? 98 25 34 02
24 13 04 83 60 22 52 79 72 65 76 39 36 48 09 15 17 92 48- 30
42 16 79 30 93 06 24 36 16 SO 07 85 61 63 76 39 44 05 35 37
37 57 03 99 75 81 83 71 66 56 06 12 19 17 82 60 46 88 13 05
77 92 10 69 ©7 11 00 84 27 51 27 75 65 34 98 18 60 27 06 59
99 56 27 29 05 56 42 06 99 94 98 87 23 10 16 71 19 41 87 38
96 30 19 19 77 05 46 30 79 72 18 87 62 09 22 94 59 55 68 69
89 57 91 43 42 63 66 11 02 81 17 45 31 81 03 57 74 08 43 78
85 47 53 68 57 53 34 25 39 88 53 06 05 95 33 38 86 76 23 00
28 91 86 95 78 88 23 13 32 76 70 99 77 99 36 56 86 50 58 59
63 55 34 09 61 48 23 50 34 27 49 62 66 94 45 18 66 37 26 95
90 42 99 39 69 52 63 69 27 37 88 97 43 34 88 36 32 01 76 17
10 36 56 11 29 87 52 98 56 89 48 23 75 22 67 67 68 99 33 94
07 U  99 73 36 71 04 80 81 78 77 23 31 39 16 47 56 48 10 56
51 08 51 27 65 51 82 15 12 59 77 45 21 63 08 60 75 6 9 21 44
02 36 82 13 82 52 40 46 02 68 89 36 81 98 85 55 32 24 48 19
01 61 15 40 92 33 36 29 49 04 31 27 30 41 46 18 59 42 98 52
52 16 25 39 16 46 36 95 85 86 23 21 61 45 13 83 14 99 87 36
07 05 69 76 28 33 78 70 99 98 42 69 80 66 91 76 98 81 36 02
48 66 39 12 45 85 82 81 43 46 09 17 23 01 68 90 22 90 47 34
54 16 45 84 92 22 42 17 41 03 47 07 02 53 06 76 46 82 63 84
32 63 93 13 63 05 S9 72 42 00 13 36 33 80 05 94 34 22 8 7 ,2 8
29 33 42 70 01 87 63 78 73 08 58 73 10 02.56 45 83 41 53 98
02 48 83 30 62 28 83 40 73 51 19 73 19 24 20 60 95 26 12 80
81 52 57 22 95 04 83 99 64 23 24 87 88 26 51 66 56 61 47 78
29 67 62 05 91 68 08 62 64 32 46 90 12 08 49 89 76 88 15 36
00 74 25 73 92 39 06 46 64 32 84 67 34 00 27 32 83 26 13 62
05 36 60 42 13 25 66 92 64 22 44 40 74 4© 48 37 93 76 39 64
91 92 12 64 18 64 11 79 43 ©5 26 76 62 59 40 39 97 22 22 09
00 58 20 47 11 87 91 77 73 41 42 20 63 51 26 74 08 79 95 47
00 72 56 98 84 62 79 75 61 70 86 32 4 8 80 72 76 22 23 60 86
69 01 16 57 95 95 87 65 52 93 18 98 82 73 54 26 57 50 86 25
25 97 65 79 48 29 88 88 86 04 67 91 74 87 OS 18 91 28 22 71
09 76 38 34 73 73 57 71 29 08 3© 88 3 1 83 17 28 29 03 57 97
91 56 74 25 95 27 .95 83 01 34 04 02 4 8 63 85 29 88 09 97 30
17 95 55 63 49 9© 99 94 91 27 20 04 45 99 31 06 11.52 05 42
46 50 31 85 84 18 84 54 96 18 02 30 45 1© 38 20 65 55 87 27

lb Table of 1059 000 Random Decimal Digitsa Interstate 
Commerce OOmmisslong Bureau of.Transport Economies and Statis
tics 9: Wastifngt on a Do0.o j. as reproduced by D= Wo Faden9 and ,lo F 
lindquistin Statistics for Economics and Business, (Hew York 
IfcGraw-fiiil Book G©mpany9 Inco 9 1951} s Po 154= This is only a small portion of the complete Tables of Random Numbers0
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■ APPIMDIZ B

Standard îSrror°of-a”PrGportion Table for Sample Slze^ 
(95^ Goafldenoe IntervalI

Size of ■ Sample Size for Reliability of
Population ' ±lfo --- ■■w.. ... 1 ± 4% [ ±5% ilOp

500 ' ■■ % . % ■ ■ - 222 A 83 - ■
1,000 ■; *' ■ % 385 286 i . ' 91 ■
1,500 % ' 638 441 316 94
2,000 - ^ ❖ 714 476 333 | 952,500 - : 1,250 769 500 : 345 | 96
3,000 1,364 811 517 353 97
3,500 % 1,458 843 530 359 97
4,000 * 1,538 870 541 364 98
4,500 -.. ❖ ■■: 1,607 891 549 367.. 98
5,000 1,667 909 .556 370 98 ;
6,000 ■ . ■ -  ■  ̂■ ■ 1,765 938 566 375 1 98
7,000 ❖ 1,842 959 574 378 99
8,000 1,905 976 580 381 99
9,000 ; % . 1,957 989 584 383 9910,000 5,000 2,000 1,000 588 385 99
15,000 6,000 2,143 1,034 600 390 99
208000 6,667 2,222 1,053 6o6 ' 392 100
2 5 ,0 0 0 7,143 .2,273 1,064 610 394 1.00
56,000 8,333 2,381 .1,087 617 : 397 : 100 ;■■■'

100,000 9,091 2,439 1,099 621 398 I 100
■  ■  ■ e=̂ . 10,000 

__ _

2,500 1,111 625 400 100

* Xu these eases 50% of the population size is to be usede

lo A Method for Employing Sampling Techniques in .Housing 
Surveys (New York: New York State Division of Housing5 September 
1946)j as reprodueed by Ho Arieln9 and Ro R0 Colton, Tables for 
Statistielans (New York: Barnes &'Noble, m e 0 ̂ .1950) p0 136<,
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APPSNDIZ 0

Standard"lrroi,='Gf-=â Propprtion: Table for Sample Size
(99olio Confidence Interval)

Size of

500IjOOO1,5002,000
2,5003,000
3.500 4,000
4.500 5,000 
#,000 7,000 8,000 9,000
10„00015',00020,00025,00050,000100,000cs=o.

Sample Size for Reliability of

*
11,842 
15,517 
18,367 22,500

2,903 
3,119 3,303 
3,462 3,600 
4,091 4,390 
4,592 
5,056 
5,325 
5,625

. : *
1,3641,458
1,5391,60?
■li • ‘

■li 1,842 
1,905 
1,957 2,000 
2,143 2,222 
2,2?3 
2,381 
2,439 2,500

726826
958

826
849861
869
884892900

286

406

In- these eases 50^ of the population size is to he used.

. lo Compiled by William Wolman, Bureau, of Research, • Hew York 
MYision of Housing, and reprodueed by Ho Arkin, and R0 RG Colton, 
Tables' for Statisticians0 (Mew York: Barnes & Moble, Inc0, 1950) 
p. 137.
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APPSMDIZ D

Table ©f Areas Under the Nermal Cnrire"
Sigma Level of Sigma Level ofDistance Confidence Distance Confidence
Vo=05 = 5199 -1*55 *9394-OolO = 5398 - =1060 = 9452
=0,15v = 5594 =1065 = 9505=0o 20 .5793 =1=70 =9554
=0=25 = 5987 . : > i o ? 5 . : = 9599-0=10 = 6179 -io8o =9641-0 = 35 =6368 • =1=85 09678
=0=40 = 6554 =1=90 = 9713
=0=45 = 6736 =1=95 =9744.=0=50 06915 =2 = 00 = 9772
>0 = 55 = 7088 =2 = 05• o9798
=0 0 60 o7257 =2 = 10 = 9821
=0»65 = 7422 : =2=15 i. = 9842
=0=70 = 7580 =2 = 20 = 9861
-0.75 = 7734 =2 0 25 *9878
=0 9 80 = 7881 -2=30 o9893
=00 85 08023 ■ =2=35 = 9906
=0=90 ■ o8i59 .. =2 = 40 . =9918
=0=95 = 8290 ■ =2=45 ■ =9929 .
=1 = 00 *8413 =2 9 50 = 9938
=l®05 08531 =2=55 - = 9946
=1=10 - 08643 =2 = 60 = 9953
-1=15 = 8749 =2=6.5 = 9960
=1 = 20 = 8849 =2 = 70 =9965
=1 = 25 =8944 ' ':■ ■ ■ =2 = 75 ; = 9970
-1*30 ■ = 9032 =2 0 80 = 9974
-1.35 ; = 9115 =2 085 =9978 .
=10 40 = 9192 - =2*90 = 9981
=1=45 = 9265 =2 = 95 = 9984
-1=50 . ' o9332 : =3=00 = 9987

lb Tables for Statist!elans and Biometrioiansp edited by 
Karl Pearsonj Cambridge University Press, London, and reproduced 
by D? Wo Baden, and :E0 F0 Lindquist, in Stati.sties for Eoonomios 
and Business, IUew York: HeGraw-Hill Book Company, Ine®, 1951) 
p0 109o Since the values the auditor is interested in lie 
only on one tail of a normal curve8. the above table has been 
adapted to meet this requirement«
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Dodge-Rom.î  Sirtg'le. Sampling Lpt Tolerance Table' 
$ Ma'ximma Allowable Error)

dpulation Size

1-120121-150
151-200201-300
401-
501-601-
801-

1,001-
2,001-
3. 001-

7. 001-
3. 001-

3. 001-
3.s 001

•600

•2.3,000
>4,000
.5,000
■7,000
•10,000
•20,00050,000100,000

Estimated Percentage of Errors in the Population Before Sampling
0—@010 * 011- 010' >11—  @20

Saaplel Errors 
Size Allowed

Errors j'.Ssmplel Errors 
Size- Allowed " Size Allowed

. lo Ho TV Bodge, and Ho G-® Romig, Giin Wilev & Sons Inn. Tqi.i.) n <yn

All120

505
510
520
655
660
7859201040

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2 .2
2
.3
3
4
I

>2i-i3p:

140

180
190

■ ■ 335?
63 b 
645
770780910104013001420

Sampling Inspection Tables

,31-=o40 o41“o50
Sample Errors S,ample 
Size Allowed Size

Errors
Allowed

0 All 0 All 0
0 120 0 120 b
0 140 '. 0 . 140 . 0
0 165 0 163 0

—.— 1 175 O' - -175 -
0 180 . • 0 180 0
0 190! 0 305 1
1 330 1 330 1

: 1 335 1 . 335 1
•2 . 490 . 2 • 610 '.3
' 3 745 4 ’ 870 5
3 ■ 1 880 ■5 1000 6
4 895 5 1120 7
4 1020 6 1260 8
5 1150 7 , I5OO 10
6 1400 9 : 1980 ■■ 14
8 1890 13 2570 19
9 2120 15. 3150 23

& Double Sampling„ (New Yorki
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Single Sampling lot Tolerance Tablê - 
aximnia Allowable Error)

opulation Size

1-7576=100101=200201=300
301=400
401=500501=600
801= 1,001= 

2,001- 3,00.1= 4,001= 
5,001= 7,001= 0,001- 0,001= 0,001=

1,000 .2,000
■3,000
■4,000
■5,0007,000
■10,000
■20,000
■50,000100,000

;imat@l Percentage of Errors in the Population.Before Sampling
®61=o80

Sample Sample
Size

Errors
Allowed

Errors
Allowed,

Errors
Allowed

errors
AllowedSize Size Allowed .Size

All
70
85
95100
105
105110
115
115
115
115
195
195

8585

305380
450510
575640760
885

690

Inspection Tables

12 1230 18
I 15 • 1520 2%I 17 1690 26 '

lo Ho Fe Dodge,. and Ho G-o Bomig, 
o M  Wiley & Sons, inc0 ,. 1944), P= 71 =

& Double Sampling. York:
<oo
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